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REPORT AND ORDER  
 

I. Procedural History 

On August 24, 2022, Grain Belt Express LLC (Grain Belt) filed an application with 

the Commission, pursuant to Section 393.170.1, RSMo,1 20 CSR 4240-2.060 and 20 

CSR 4240-20.045, to “amend [the] existing certificate of convenience and necessity”2 

(CCN) granted to Grain Belt in File No. EA-2016-0358.3 The current application requests 

authority “to construct, install, own, operate, maintain, and otherwise control and manage 

an approximately 800-mile, overhead, multi-terminal ±600 kilovolt (kV) high-voltage, 

direct current (HVDC) transmission line and associated facilities including converter 

stations and alternating current (AC) connector lines (the “Project”).”4 

The Commission issued notice of the application and provided an opportunity for 

interested persons to intervene. The Commission granted intervention to the following 

parties:  Norman Fishel, Gary and Carol Riedel, Dustin Hudson, Missouri Landowners 

Alliance, and Eastern Missouri Landowners Alliance d/b/a Show Me Concerned 

Landowners (collectively referred to as the “Missouri Landowners Alliance” or “MLA”); 

David and Patricia Stemme; Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri (Ameren 

Missouri); Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission d/b/a Missouri Electric 

Commission (“MEC” and formerly known as “MJMEUC”); Renew Missouri Advocates 

                                            
1 All statutory references are to the Missouri Revised Statutes (2016), as revised, unless otherwise noted. 
2 Although the application referenced an amendment of its prior certificate, the Commission treats this 
application as a request for a new certificate pursuant to 393.170.1, RSMo, for the Tiger Connector, 
relocated converter station, and the increased capacity of the transmission line. 
3 Exhibit 306, Report and Order on Remand (issued March 20, 2019). The Report and Order on Remand 
granted Grain Belt a CCN to construct, own, operate, control, manage, and maintain a high voltage, direct 
current transmission line and associated facilities within Buchanan, Clinton, Caldwell, Carroll, Chariton, 
Randolph, Monroe and Ralls Counties, Missouri, as well as an associated converter station in Ralls County 
(referred to herein as the “Original Project”). 
4 File No. EA-2023-0017, Application to Amend Existing Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, 
(filed August 24, 2023), page 1. 
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d/b/a Renew Missouri (Renew Missouri); William W. Hollander and Amy Jo Hollander; 

Sierra Club; Clean Grid Alliance; Associated Industries of Missouri; and Missouri Farm 

Bureau Federation, Missouri Cattlemen’s Association, Missouri Pork Association, 

Missouri Corn Growers Association, and Missouri Soybean Association (collectively 

referred to as the “Agriculture Associations”).  

The Commission conducted three public hearings to receive comments from the 

general public.5 The Commission held an evidentiary hearing on June 5-8, 2023.6 On 

June 26, 2023, the Commission overruled pending objections to admission #7 and 

Exhibit 307 and admitted those items into the evidentiary record. The parties submitted 

initial briefs on July 7, 2023, and reply briefs on July 14, 2023. 

During the evidentiary hearing, the parties presented evidence relating to the 

following unresolved issues7 previously identified by the parties:  

1. Does the evidence establish that the following amendments to the Certificate 
of Convenience and Necessity (“CCN”) held by Grain Belt Express LLC (“Grain 
Belt Express”) are “necessary or convenient for the public service” within the 
meaning of that phrase under section 393.170, RSMo: 

 
a. Relocating the Missouri converter station from Ralls County to 

Monroe County and increasing the capacity of the Missouri converter 
station from 500 MW to 2500 MW. 

 

                                            
5 Transcript, Vols. 3-5. Two public hearings were held virtually via WebEx video and telephone conference 
and one local public hearing was held in Mexico, Missouri.   
6 Transcript, Vols. 7-12.     
7 Issue 3 presented by the parties in their Joint List of Issues, Order of Witnesses, Order of Cross-
Examination, and Order of Opening Statements, (filed May 22, 2023), was withdrawn by Grain Belt prior to 
the evidentiary hearing and therefore was not litigated. That issue was: 

Should the Commission approve a modification of Ordering Paragraph 5 in the Report & 
Order on Remand in Case No. EA-2016-0358, such that easements obtained by means of 
eminent domain must be returned to the fee simple title holder if Grain Belt Express LLC 
does not satisfy the Financing Conditions within seven years, rather than five years, from 
the date that such easement rights are recorded with the appropriate county recorder of 
deeds? 
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b.  Relocating the AC connector line (the “Tiger Connector”) from Ralls 
County to Monroe, Audrain, and Callaway Counties. 
 

c.  Constructing the Project in two phases. 
   i.  If the Commission determines that constructing the project in 

two phases is “necessary or convenient for the public service,” 
should the Commission approve a modification to the 
“Financing Conditions,” as set forth in Section I of Exhibit 1 to 
the Report & Order on Remand in Case No. EA-2016-0358, 
to allow for constructing the Project in two phases?  
 

2. Should the Commission approve a modification of the Landowner Protocols, as 
referenced and incorporated into the Report & Order on Remand in Case No. 
EA-2016-0358, to modify the compensation package offered to Tiger 
Connector landowners?  

* * * 
 3.  If the Commission approves any or all of the foregoing amendments, what 

conditions, if any, should the Commission impose?   
 

II. Findings of Fact 

Any finding of fact for which it appears that the Commission has made a 

determination between conflicting evidence is indicative that the Commission attributed 

greater weight to that evidence and found the source of that evidence more credible and 

more persuasive than that of the conflicting evidence.    

A. Project Description 

1. In Commission File No. EA-2016-0358, Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC 

was granted authority with conditions to construct, own, operate, control, manage, and 

maintain a HVDC electric transmission facilities within Buchanan, Clinton, Caldwell, 

Carroll, Chariton, Randolph, Monroe and Ralls Counties, Missouri, as well as an 

associated converter station in Ralls County pursuant to the Report and Order on 
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Remand (the “Original CCN Order” and the authority granted will be referred to herein as 

the “Original CCN”) pursuant to Section 393.170.1, RSMo.8 

2. In File No. EM-2019-0150, the Commission approved the acquisition of 

Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC by Invenergy Transmission LLC. The entity name 

changed in Commission File. No. EN-2020-0385 to Grain Belt Express LLC (Grain 

Belt9).10 

3. Grain Belt is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the 

State of Indiana. Grain Belt is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Invenergy Transmission LLC, 

a Delaware limited liability company, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Invenergy 

Renewables LLC. Invenergy Renewables LLC is also a Delaware limited liability 

company.11 

4. Grain Belt filed the current application for a CCN pursuant to Section 

393.170.1, RSMo, 20 CSR 4240-2.060, and 20 CSR 4240-20.045 requesting to amend 

its Original CCN.12 

5. The transmission line proposed to be constructed by Grain Belt in the 

original application for CCN was an approximately 780-mile, overhead, multi-terminal 

+600 kilovolt (kV) high-voltage, direct current (HVDC) transmission line and associated 

facilities (collectively, the “Original Project”).13 

                                            
8 Exhibit 306, Report and Order on Remand (issued March 20, 2019). See also, Exhibit 1, Direct Testimony 
of Shashank Sane, p. 6. 
9 As Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC and Grain Belt Express LLC are essentially the same company for 
purposes of these applications, they may be referred to interchangeably in this order. 
10 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 6-7. 
11 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p.  3. 
12 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 4. 
13 Ex. 306, Report and Oder on Remand, paragraph 4. 
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6. The Missouri portion of the Original Project would have been located in the 

Missouri counties of Buchanan, Clinton, Caldwell, Carroll, Chariton, Randolph, Monroe, 

and Ralls.14 

7. The Original Project would have delivered 500 megawatts (MW) of  

wind-generated electricity from western Kansas to customers in Missouri, and another 

3,500 MW to states further east.15 

8. In the current application, Grain Belt proposes to construct, install, own, 

operate, maintain, and otherwise control and manage an approximately 800-mile, 

overhead, multi-terminal +\- 600 kilovolt kV HVDC transmission line, and associated 

facilities including converter stations and alternating current (AC) connector lines in two 

phases (collectively, the “Project”).16 

9. The Project as proposed will have three converter stations. One converter 

station will be located in western Kansas, where wind-generating facilities will connect to 

the transmission line via AC lines. The two other converter stations in eastern Missouri 

and eastern Illinois will deliver electricity to the AC grid through interconnections with 

transmission owners in the systems of the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, 

Inc. (MISO), Southwest Power Pool (SPP), and PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM).17 

10. Phase I of the Project will interconnect to ITC Great Plains’ Saddle 345 kV 

substation, which will break the 345 kV double circuit line between the Clark County 

substation and the Spearville/Ironwood substations in Ford County in southwestern 

                                            
14 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, para. 5. 
15 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, para. 5. 
16 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 4.  
17 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 7. 
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Kansas, near Dodge City.18 From the converter station near Dodge City, Kansas, the 

HVDC transmission line will cross approximately 370 miles to the Kansas-Missouri 

border.19 The HVDC transmission line will cross the Kansas River south of St. Joseph 

and enter Missouri. From there, the HVDC transmission line will traverse approximately 

156 miles to a converter station in Monroe County, Missouri.20 

11. In Phase I of the Project, Grain Belt proposes to construct the Missouri 

converter station in Monroe County instead of Ralls County. An AC tie line will move from 

Ralls County to Monroe, Audrain, and Callaway Counties. The AC tie line, known as the 

“Tiger Connector,” will be approximately 40 miles, traversing south from the converter 

station in Monroe County, through Audrain County, and terminating in Callaway County 

at points of interconnection with the MISO system along the Ameren Missouri 345 kV AC 

transmission line connecting the McCredie substation and the Montgomery substation.21 

The proposed converter station will also interconnect with the Associated Electric 

Cooperative Incorporated (AECI) system at the McCredie 345 kV substation.22 

12. The Project will also change the size of the Missouri converter station from 

500 MW to 2500 MW.23 Thus, Phase I will deliver 2,500 MW into Missouri, including 1,500 

MW into MISO and an additional 1,000 MW into AECI.24 

13. Phase II of the Project will comprise construction from the converter station 

in Monroe County approximately 58 miles in Missouri to the Illinois border.25 Phase II will 

                                            
18 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 6. 
19 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 6. 
20 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 6. 
21 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 8; and Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, pp 6-7.  
22 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 8; and Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, pp 6-7.  
23 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 8. 
24 Ex. 3, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 17. 
25 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, pp. 6-7. 
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continue approximately 207 miles through Illinois to the Indiana border terminating at the 

substation in Sullivan County, Indiana, and will deliver an additional 2,500 MW into the 

PJM markets.26 

14. The Project will not modify the route of the HVDC portion of the transmission 

line in Missouri.27 

15. The target date is to start Phase II construction approximately 18 months 

after the start of Phase I construction.28 

16. The Project will utilize voltage sourced converter (VSC) technology, which 

is the same technology that enables connection to islanded off-shore wind. This 

technology is a significant upgrade from the line commutated converter (LCC) HVDC 

technology proposed in the Original CCN. Unlike the LCC HVDC technology, the Project 

utilizing the VSC HVDC technology will not require a connection to the existing grid in 

SPP, but by connecting to the system, it will allow for a more robust operation and for the 

ability to provide emergency energy and ancillary services in the future, such as voltage 

control and black-start capabilities, if required. The exchange to the network will be tightly 

controlled by the HVDC system, to ensure minimal impact to the grid. Another advantage 

of the modern VSC technology is that it does not require commutation to take place as 

the LCC technology did. The design of the converter allows for current flow in any 

direction by controlling the voltage of the converter.29 

17. The HVDC technology of the Project is still the most cost-effective and 

efficient way to move large amounts of electric power over long distances and can transfer 

                                            
26 Ex. 3, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 17; and Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, pp. 6-7. 
27 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, p. 8. 
28 Ex. 9, White Direct, p. 16. 
29 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 8. 
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significantly more power with lower line losses over longer distances than comparable AC 

lines.30 

18. AC lines used for long-haul applications require more switching and 

substations and take more lines to move large amounts of power over a long distance 

than HVDC lines.31 

19. The HVDC design will provide a congestion-free delivery source of power, 

unlike using an interconnected AC system to move power.32 

20. The Project’s development, construction, and operations costs would be 

borne by Grain Belt’s investors and the transmission customers. The Project’s costs 

would not be recovered through the cost allocation process of MISO, PJM, or SPP.33 

21. The Project is a participant-funded, “shipper pays” transmission line. Grain 

Belt would recover its capital costs by entering into voluntary, market-driven contracts 

with entities that want to become transmission customers of the Project.34  

22. This pricing arrangement is typical for transmission lines operated by the 

transmission owner members of SPP, MISO and PJM. It is also similar to the contractual 

arrangements for natural gas and other pipelines.35 

23. In connection with its grant of authority by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) to negotiate rates for transmission service, Grain Belt Express has 

committed to turn over functional control of the Project, including scheduling 

responsibilities, to an RTO (which will be SPP, MISO or PJM) and to operate the 

                                            
30 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, pp. 8-9; and Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, para. 10. 
31 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 9. 
32 Ex. 7, Rodriguez Direct, p. 9. 
33 Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, p. 13. 
34 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, p. 9; Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, p. 13. 
35 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, p. 9. 
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transmission line pursuant to an open access transmission tariff (OATT) that would be 

filed with and subject to the jurisdiction of FERC under the Federal Power Act and FERC 

regulations.36 

24. Under FERC requirements, Grain Belt has the authority to charge 

negotiated rates for the capacity on the Grain Belt line and is required to solicit potential 

buyers of capacity through an open solicitation process.37 

25. Grain Belt customers would consist principally of wind energy producers in 

western Kansas and wholesale buyers of electricity, such as utilities, municipalities, and 

commercial and industrial customers.38 

26. The Project will cross approximately 578 parcels in Phase 1 in Missouri, of 

which approximately 366 easements have been voluntarily obtained.39 

27. Grain Belt has filed 19 condemnation cases in Missouri, of which 

approximately six have been concluded in negotiated settlement and four through the 

court proceedings.40 

28. Grain Belt has acquired 87 percent of the easements for the transmission 

line in Phase 1 under voluntary agreement, of which approximately 70 percent are for 

Missouri landowners. Approximately 25 to 30 percent of the easements in Missouri for 

Phase 2 have been acquired.41 

29. Grain Belt uses a standard form of agreement when acquiring easement 

rights from Missouri landowners. The agreement includes the right to construct, operate, 

                                            
36 Ex. 9, White Direct, p. 20. 
37 Transcript, Vol. 7, pp. 176-177. 
38 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 15, 20, 34-35. 
39 Tr. Vol. 10, p. 644-645 and 675-676. 
40 Tr. Vol. 10, pp. 676-677. 
41 Tr. Vol. 10, pp. 645-646 and 684-685. 
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repair, maintain, and remove an overhead transmission line and related facilities, along 

with rights of access to the right-of-way for the transmission line.42 

30. The easement agreement limits the landowner’s legal rights and use of the 

easement property, including prohibiting any landowner activity that would interfere with 

Grain Belt’s use of the easement.43 

B. Need for the Project 

31. The Commission previously found there was a need for the Original 

Project.44 

32. The need for MEC and its customers to obtain energy from the Project still 

exists as verified by MEC’s Chief Markets Officer Rebecca Atkins,45 Chief Executive 

Officer John Twitty,46 and Chief Electric Operations Officer John Grotzinger.47 

a. Demand 

33. MEC witness John Grotzinger testified credibly that the Project will provide 

MEC’s members with needed affordable renewable energy.48 

34. MEC is a joint action agency organized to promote efficient wheeling, 

pooling, generation, and transmission arrangements to meet the energy requirements of 

municipal utilities in the State of Missouri.49 

35. MEC has 72 Missouri municipal utility members and advisory member 

municipal utilities in Arkansas. Together, MEC’s members serve over 350,000 Missouri 

                                            
42 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4. 
43 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4. 
44 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand. 
45 Ex. 701, Atkins Rebuttal, pp. 3 and 8. 
46 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 7. 
47 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, pp. 4, 12, and 14. 
48 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 4. 
49 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 3. 
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electric customers and over 500,000 total electric customers.50 Their combined peak load 

is approximately 2,600 MW.51 

36. MEC owns generation that supplies some of its members’ energy needs, 

but it has primarily relied on transportation service agreements (TSAs) and purchase 

power agreements (PPAs) with other utilities to provide renewable energy to its 

members.52 

37. MEC has loads and/or resources located within the transmission systems 

of several members of MISO, SPP, and the Associated Electric Cooperative Incorporated 

(AECI). MEC has been successful in obtaining ownership in large base load and 

intermediate generators to serve its members and continues to seek new opportunities. 

MEC has an interest in and need for low-cost energy, and in renewable energy, for 

consumption by its members.53 

38. The Missouri Public Energy Pool (MoPEP) is a group of 35 Missouri cities 

for which MEC provides full requirements for wholesale energy, capacity, and ancillary 

services.54 

39. MEC’s wholesale customers, including MoPEP, have a demand for 

affordable renewable energy, as some are leaders within Missouri in providing renewable 

energy to their customers.55 

40. On June 2, 2016, MEC entered into a TSA with Grain Belt. Under the 

agreement, MEC agreed to purchase a minimum of 100 MW and up to 200 MW of firm 

                                            
50 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 3. 
51 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 3. 
52 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, pp. 3-4. 
53 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 5. 
54 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 4.  
55 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 8. 
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transmission capacity rights on the Project from Grain Belt’s western converter station in 

Ford County, Kansas to the converter station in Missouri for the benefit of its existing  

full-requirements pool members and other members. In addition, MEC agreed to 

purchase 25 MW of capacity (with the option to purchase another 25 MW) from the 

Missouri converter station to the Sullivan Substation in PJM. This allows MEC utilities the 

ability to directly make off-system sales into the PJM market and derive additional 

financial benefits.56 

41. The MEC contract remains in place and that demand for electricity supplied 

by the transmission line continues to grow.57 

42. The TSA between MEC and Grain Belt is affordable and will allow 

predictable, stable cost increases in transmission well into the future.58 

43. MEC also executed a PPA with Iron Star Wind Project, LLC (Iron Star), now 

with Iron Star’s assignee, Santa Fe Wind Project, LLC (Santa Fe).59 This PPA would allow 

low-cost renewable energy to flow across Grain Belt’s transmission line and into MISO 

where MoPEP and individual MEC members can deliver that renewable energy to their 

customers.60 

44. MEC’s agreements with Grain Belt and Santa Fe will allow low-cost 

renewable energy to flow into MISO and also into AECI.61 

45. In December 2016, MoPEP committed to purchase 60 MW of wind energy 

over the Grain Belt transmission line.62 

                                            
56 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 4 and Schedule JT-3; and Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 4. 
57 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 13. 
58 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, pp. 4-5 and Schedules JT-3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
59 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 3 and Schedule JT-8, 9, and 10. 
60 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 4. 
61 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 4 and 6. 
62 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 4, 6, and Schedule JG-11. 
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46. The following Missouri cities have contracted to purchase Kansas wind 

energy delivered over the Grain Belt transmission line: City of Kirkwood, 25 MW; City of 

Hannibal, 15 MW; City of Columbia, 35 MW; and City of Centralia, 1 MW. These contracts, 

when combined with the MoPEP agreement, commit at least 136 MW of wind energy 

available to MEC through its transmission service agreement with Grain Belt.63 

47. Other specific evidence of interest in transmission across Grain Belt’s line 

can be found in Mr. Twitty’s Highly Confidential – Competitive Rebuttal Testimony.64 

48. The demand from other MEC members for energy transmitted over the 

Grain Belt transmission line is expected to exceed the 64 MW remaining for subscription 

under the Grain Belt TSA and the Santa Fe PPA.65 

49. There is demand from MoPEP’s 35 member cities and their customers for 

renewable energy. For example, the City of Columbia has a renewable portfolio standard 

that exceeds the Missouri Renewable Energy Standard. Other MoPEP customers 

continue to express a desire for more renewable energy.66 Additionally, MoPEP offered 

20 MW option at a small premium over other resources in its portfolio and it was quickly 

fully subscribed with additional demand unmet.67 

50. MoPEP previously had a contract with Illinois Power Marketing Company to 

provide 100 MW of coal energy and capacity that expired in 2021.68 That contract was 

replaced by SPP combined-cycle natural gas generation, SPP wind generation capacity, 

and the Santa Fe PPA. The MISO Grain Belt portion of that replacement has been 

                                            
63 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 5-6 and Schedules JG-12 and JG-13. 
64 Ex. 700(HC-C), Twitty Rebuttal, p. 6 and Schedule JT-12. 
65 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 6. 
66 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 7. 
67 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 7. 
68 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, FOF 29. 
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temporarily filled with higher-cost short-term energy purchases pending the full 

commercial operation of Grain Belt. The customers of the 35 MoPEP cities are paying the 

additional cost of these more expensive resources.69 

51. Industrial retail customers also have expressed demand for additional 

renewable energy.70 This is demonstrated by the industrial wholesale customers placing 

renewable energy goals in their corporate procurement policies. The Project will help 

MoPEP’s member cities to remain or become more attractive location for those 

industries.71 

52. Large corporate energy customers accounted for 37% of all carbon free 

energy added to the grid since 2014. In 2021 corporate buyers procured 11 GW of carbon 

free energy power. The demand in 2022 and beyond is projected to exceed the record 

amount from 2021.72 

53. A number of businesses have expressed interest in buying renewable 

power. A non-exhaustive list of companies operating in Missouri are members of the 

Clean Energy Buyers Association and have made commitments to use renewable energy: 

3M, Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC, Burns & McDonnell, The Boeing Company, 

Cargill, Emerson, Dow, General Mills, Google LLC, GM, Ikea, Meta Platforms, Inc., Nestlé 

USA, Proctor & Gamble, T-Mobile, Occidental Petroleum Corporation, Unilever, and 

Walmart.73 

                                            
69 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 7. 
70 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 8. 
71 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, pp. 8-9. 
72 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 11. 
73 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 15. 
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54. Several Missouri municipal governments, including Kansas City, St. Louis, 

Columbia, and University City, have also made pledges to increase use of renewable 

energy in city facilities.74 

55. Other credible sources showed a demand for the Project from outside of 

Missouri. Specifically, as of December 4, of 2021, 70% of the 30 largest U.S. electric and 

gas utilities have net-zero equivalent targets or were moving to comply with aggressive 

carbon reduction mandates. The majority of these utilities reside within the MISO and 

PJM footprints.75 Additionally, a study commissioned by MISO to assess the clean energy 

goals of utilities within its footprint through 2040 showed that 28 have carbon reduction 

goals and 26 have renewable energy goals.76 Also, the Tennessee Valley Authority 

requested up to 5,000 MW of carbon-free energy that must be operational by 2029. 

Because the Project will have the capability to deliver energy into MISO South via its AECI 

interconnection, it could be a potential transmission source for this additional energy 

need.77 

56. Both Ameren Missouri and Evergy have announced carbon emission 

reduction goals. These goals show there will be demand and a need to expand the 

delivery capability of the Original Project.78 

57. The Project is targeted for Phase I to be fully operational by the end of 

2027.79 This timeline is aligned to coincide with Ameren Missouri’s and Evergy Missouri’s 

milestones of significantly reducing fossil fuel generation and increasing renewable 

                                            
74 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 15. 
75 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 15-16. 
76 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 16. 
77 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 16. 
78 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p.13. 
79 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
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energy generation sources by 2030.80 In its 2022 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Ameren 

Missouri has set a target timeline of 2026 - 2030 to add 1,000MW of wind energy to their 

resource mix.81 Grain Belt will provide Missouri utilities with a superior generating 

resource pool with higher capacity factors, better availability during times of need and the 

geographic diversity necessary to balance potential extreme grid conditions in the SPP, 

AECI, and MISO regions.82 

58. Further evidence of demand was from Mr. Goggin who credibly testified that 

in his experience in Texas, parts of MISO, SPP, and California, over the last 15-plus 

years, every time there has been a proactive expansion of transmission to areas with high 

quality renewable resources, those transmission lines are typically immediately 

subscribed if not oversubscribed.83 

b. Increased Capacity – Decreased Cost of Renewable Energy 

59. Increasing the flow of low-cost, high capacity factor energy will reduce 

power prices in the MISO and SPP markets, particularly in periods when local renewable 

resources in Missouri are operating at below-average levels.84 

60. A benefit of increasing the capacity of the transmission line is that MEC’s 

Mid-Missouri Municipal Power Energy Pool (MMMPEP) may also take the opportunity to 

participate because of its proximity to AECI. MMMPEP could take some of the renewable 

                                            
80 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, pp. 6 and 15; and Ex. 9, White Direct, p. 15. 
81 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
82 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 6; and Ex. 600, Goggin pp. 6-7. 
83 Tr. Vol 12, p. 1002. 
84 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 14 (referring to the PA Consulting Study and Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, pp. 10-
11);  Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, pp. 12-13; Ex. 600, Goggin Rebuttal, pp. 5-6.; Ex. 306, Report 
and Order on Remand, FOF 43-44; and Tr. Vol. 12 at 980. 
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energy that Grain Belt would inject into that node, thus avoiding the need for a costly 

separate transmission path through MISO or the SPP.85 

61. Although the additions and modifications to the Project Grain Belt seeks 

may have altered MEC’s analysis and some of the earlier numbers from when the Original 

CCN was granted, Grain Belt remains the best option for low cost renewable energy 

delivered into MISO. Across the MISO footprint, in the year 2028, Grain Belt’s Project is 

projected to reduce the marginal energy component of the locational marginal price (LMP) 

on average by $1.77/MWh, which savings applied to the MISO load will amount to over 

$1.1 billion.86 

62. The LMPs at the nodes of particular interest to MEC had an annual average 

drop ranging from $1.10/MWh to $37.56/MWh after the injection of Grain Belt renewable 

energy into AECI and MISO.87 Mr. Grotzinger credibly testified that he expected the 

benefits of Grain Belt to continue throughout the life of MEC’s 20-plus year contract.88 

63. Grain Belt engaged PA Consulting Group, Inc. to analyze the market 

impacts of the Grain Belt transmission project. PA Consulting compiled the Missouri 

Interstate Transmission Need: The Public Benefit of Grain Belt Express report (the “PA 

Consulting Report”). PA Consulting’s analysis conservatively assumes that only a fraction 

of generators in the queue will ultimately come online.89 

64. The PA Consulting Report and Mr. Repsher’s conclusion is that expanding 

the Original Project to the Project will lower energy and capacity costs in Missouri by 

                                            
85 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 6. 
86 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, pp. 4, 11, and 13. 
87 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, pp. 4 and 11-13. 
88 Ex. 702, Grotzinger Rebuttal, p. 4 and 14. 
89 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2; and Ex.4, Repsher Surrebuttal, p. 4. 
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approximately 6.1% over the 2027-2066 period, resulting in over $17.6 billion of savings 

for Missouri residents, on an undiscounted basis. The PA Consulting Report also found 

the Project is projected to reduce emissions of CO2, SO2, and NOx in Missouri by 9.3%, 

19.2%, and 17.2%, respectively, enhancing local utilities’ abilities to meet their climate 

and reliability goals, while also delivering immediate local air quality and health benefits. 

Quantifying these emission reduction benefits to the state, Mr. Repsher’s conclusion was 

that the Project could offer Missouri over $7.6 billion in social benefits from 2027-66, in 

addition to the over $17.6 billion in direct ratepayer savings in the energy and capacity 

costs over this same period—bringing the total cumulative benefit to over $25.3 billion by 

2066.90 

65. The Project will provide access to a greater volume of renewable resources 

and the resources from the Project will provide a better fit to local capacity needs than 

local solar resources.91 The most pressing capacity need is for winter peak capacity 

typically occurring from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. during the winter.92 While solar does not 

have high capacity at that time of day, those early morning hours are typically the 

strongest for Kansas wind resources, providing on average 52% capacity factor.93 When 

paired with solar, this increases to 61%.94 

66. These resources can provide year-round capacity value as well. When 

summer peak capacity from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. is required, the wind and solar portfolio 

provided by the Project offers on average a 67% capacity factor.95 The value of  

                                            
90 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, p. 6 and Schedule MR-2, p. 4 
91 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
92 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
93 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
94 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
95 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
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time-shifted solar in Kansas provides load carrying capacity that is superior to local solar 

because it better aligns with system peak. Mr. Sane credibly testified that 160 MW of solar 

in Kansas provides the same capacity value as 450 MW of local Missouri solar, saving 

Missouri ratepayers approximately $600 million in avoided costs.96 

67. The Project can deliver wind from Kansas that is uncorrelated to solar 

production within MISO.97 This relationship will reduce risk of supply shortfall and 

therefore reduce the need for backup generation.98 The Project can also deliver solar 

energy from Kansas that will continue producing at a higher capacity factor for nearly two 

hours later than solar within Missouri, reducing the pace of ramping required in the 

evening.99 

68. The Project is needed because it will result in $17.6 billion in savings to 

Missouri ratepayers and $7.6 billion in social benefits,100 compared to the projected $5.7 

billion cost of the Project.101 

69. The annual cost savings to MEC member cities (not-for-profit utilities) that 

participate in the Project is likely to result in rate relief for the cities’ customers, or 

investments in their systems.102 

c. Grid Stability, Resilience, and National Security 

70. The Project will also increase grid stability. The HVDC converter, proposed 

to be located in Monroe County, can serve as a critical grid asset to ensure grid stability. 

                                            
96 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
97 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 20; and Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 8. 
98 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 8. 
99 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 8. 
100 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, p. 6. 
101 Tr. Vol. 9, pp. 346-349 and 374-375. 
102 Ex. 700, Twitty Rebuttal, p. 7. 
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As more fossil (synchronous) generation is retired, the result is a transmission system 

with a lower short circuit ratio, which may be prone to instability.103 

71. Grain Belt also could provide black-start capability without dependency on 

local generation and onsite fuel.104 The Project has this potential because of its technical 

capabilities: 1) voltage source converter technology, which can quickly reverse the 

direction of current, and 2) its converter stations capable of bidirectional flow.105 

72. The three DC/AC converter stations (one each in Kansas, Missouri, and 

Illinois) will have the capability to inject or withdraw capacity to or from different markets, 

providing reliability during periods of supply shortages.106 The Project will provide 

Missouri with access to energy connected to SPP and PJM in addition to Grain Belt’s 

resources.107 

73. These technical capabilities benefit national security because across four 

balancing authorities they provide outage protection, energy diversity, power flow control, 

interregional transfers, black-start support, and increased energy independence.108 

Serving as the backbone of the grid, HVDC can perform as both the extension cord 

bringing electricity to customers impacted by disruptive events and jumper cables needed 

to restart grids suffering from outages.109 Witness Jonathon Monken, Principal at 

Converge Strategies, LLC, provided additional analysis about how the Project, including 

                                            
103 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 8. 
104 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, pp. 8-9; Ex. 8, Rodriguez Surrebuttal, p. 13. 
105 Ex. 9, White Direct, pp. 4-5. 
106 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 9. 
107 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 9. 
108 Ex. 13, Monken Direct, p. 8. 
109 Ex. 9, White Direct, pp. 4-5.   
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the Tiger Connector, would enhance reliability and resiliency values with regard to 

national security.110 

74. The Department of Defense has more than 500 installations and 300,000 

buildings nationwide with a substantial dependence on private electricity infrastructure for 

maintaining and executing critical missions.111 Executive Order 14057, “Catalyzing Clean 

Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability,” indicates the Department of 

Defense has a target of procuring carbon-free power on a 24/7 basis to support national 

defense missions, which will require long-range, cross-regional transmission with 

enhanced controllability to meet its real-time demand.112 

75. Grain Belt does not yet have authority from MISO to operate bidirectionally 

and has not requested or undertaken the incremental investment needed to allow for 

bidirectional operations.113 However, bidirectional power flow is inherent to the selected 

technology type and the contract between Grain Belt and Siemens (the converter station 

supplier) provides for delivery of bidirectional converter stations.114 

76. Although registration, studies, and agreements are required to fully utilize 

black-start services, the Project will be operationally capable of providing black-start 

services.115 

77. Extreme weather events, such as Winter Storm Uri and Winter Storm Elliot, 

have shown the need for greater interregional transmission capacity to allow greater 

                                            
110 Ex. 13, Monken Direct, pp. 4-12 and Schedule JM-2. 
111 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 19. 
112 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 19. 
113 Ex. 102, Eubanks Rebuttal, pp. 12-13. 
114 Ex. 10, White Surrebuttal, pp. 4-5. 
115 Ex. 8, Rodriguez Surrebuttal, p. 13; and Ex. 11, Petti Direct (adopted by Baker), Schedule AP-2, pp. 33-
34. 
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sharing of energy across regions during periods of grid challenges.116 The approximately 

530 miles between Grain Belt’s Kansas and Missouri converter stations will mitigate these 

risks. It is unlikely that an extreme weather event affecting eastern Missouri will 

simultaneously affect western Kansas.117  

78. The Project provides Missouri ratepayers with an insurance policy against 

extremely high energy prices and catastrophic loss of load situations that have affected 

multiple utilities in recent years. The HVDC line will also provide connectivity to the 

broader SPP market in Phase I and into PJM in Phase II.118 

79. MISO estimated that new transmission pathways will result in a 16-hour 

reduction in loss of load every three years and a value of $3,500/MWh of lost load. 

Applying the same assumptions to the new transmission pathways created by Grain Belt 

Express represents a savings of $56 million every three years based on 1,000 MW of 

MISO interconnection. The MISO Independent Market Monitor (IMM) actually places a 

much higher value on the cost of lost load at $23,000/MWh rather than the $3,500/MWh 

used by MISO. Using the higher IMM cost, the value of mitigated lost load from Grain Belt 

Express is $368 million every three years.119 

80. Witness Anthony Petti, Managing Consultant at Guidehouse Inc., also 

provided evidence of the reliability and resiliency value provided by the Project.120 For 

example, using projected injections from the Project and cost of new entry for generation 

capacity, Grain Belt estimated that the Project will mitigate additional reliability driven 

                                            
116 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 17-19; and Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 10. 
117 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 9. 
118 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 10. 
119 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, p. 10. 
120 Ex. 11, Petti Direct (adopted by Baker), pp. 6-7 and Schedule AP-2. 
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generation capacity investments of approximately $526 million per year and 

approximately $7.6 billion for the life of the Project (assuming an asset lifespan of 30 

years and a discount rate of 6.057%) for a 5,000 MW line capacity.121 Of these total 

Project benefits, the savings generated by reduced procurement obligations were broken 

down by region in Table 9 of the Guidehouse Report. Using SPP’s regional cost of new 

entry, the Project was shown to be capable of saving approximately $85 million per year 

for AECI customers in Missouri and $145 million per year for customers in MISO Load 

Resource Zones 4 through 7 (which includes Missouri).122 

81. The Guidehouse Report also estimated the influence of the Project over 

MISO’s Planning Reserve Auction (PRA). MISO’s PRA is designed to ensure Local 

Resource Zones have procured enough generation capacity to meet their respective 

Local Reserve Requirement and MISO Regions have met the Planning Reserve Margin 

Requirement for the year.123 The Guidehouse Report estimated the Project will attribute 

an annual savings of $410.9 million or a savings of $346.0 million based upon a $60/MW-

day Auction Clearing Price (ACP) to MISO.124 The portion of these annual savings 

benefitting Missouri would be approximately $28 million to $33 million of MISO PRA 

auction clearing price savings per year.125 

82. The Guidehouse Report also provides evidence that the Project will mitigate 

high energy prices during extreme weather events.126 Guidehouse examined the 

frequency and impact of recent extreme weather events, including their impact on 
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emergency energy prices, and estimated the potential benefit the Project could have 

provided during the scenarios.127 The Guidehouse Report estimated that, had the Project 

been in operation during Winter Storm Uri and transmitted 2,500 MW of electricity east to 

west, the Project could have saved SPP participants over $300 million in costs.128 The 

Guidehouse Report also estimated the total savings generated by the Project with a 

capacity of 5,000 MW for Winter Storm Uri, the Northeast “Bomb Cycle” cold weather 

snap of 2017/2018, the Northeast “Polar Vortex” of 2014 and the Midwest “Polar Vortex” 

of 2019 at $407 million.129 

83. There are no other similar projects on the market or in development that will 

offer Missouri utilities and other load interest direct access to a geographically diverse 

supply of high-capacity renewable energy via a permanently uncongested path, as cost 

effectively, during critical hours when the capacity is most needed.130 

84. The Project is needed for the reliability and resilience of the grid and 

national security.131 

d. Two Phases 

85. Staff objected to allowing the Project to be completed in phases because 

the Illinois Commerce Commission had recently approved the Illinois portion of the 

project.132 However, approval by the Illinois Commerce Commission is not the only thing 

required to ready the Illinois portion of the Project for construction.133 Other items to 
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consider include the divergent land acquisition and development timelines in Kansas and 

Missouri, as compared to Illinois.134 

86. Grain Belt requested to complete the Project in phases primarily due to the 

fact that land acquisition for Phase II significantly trails land acquisition for Phase I.135 

87. As of May 2023, Grain Belt Express has obtained over 87% of the 

easements for Phase I, which includes 366 easements in Missouri.136 Land acquisition in 

Missouri is in an advanced stage largely due to the full-scale land acquisition efforts since 

the Commission issued the Original CCN in 2019.137 

88. Land acquisition for Phase II remains in very early stages. Grain Belt did 

not receive a certificate of public convenience and necessity in Illinois until March 2023. 

In the interim, judicial reviews and the Illinois statutory environment delayed Grain Belt 

from pursuing the land acquisition process, environmental permitting process, and 

engineering in Illinois.138 

89. It is expected to take two years or more for Grain Belt to obtain the 

necessary land acquisitions in Illinois.139 

90. By allowing the Project to be completed in two phases, more low-cost 

renewable energy will flow sooner across Grain Belt’s transmission line and into the MISO 

region and AECI territory where it will be delivered to the MEC members who have already 

executed contracts, and other members are expected to participate.140 
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91. Allowing the Project to be completed in phases will bring many of the 

benefits of the transmission line to Missouri sooner. Otherwise, those benefits will likely 

be delayed further by the administrative and judicial processes of other states.141 

C. Applicant’s Qualifications and Financial Ability 

92. In the Commission’s Report and Order on Remand142 the Commission 

found that Invenergy’s management team had extensive experience in developing, 

constructing, and operating transmission and energy infrastructure projects.143 

93. Grain Belt has shown through the testimony of each of its witnesses that it 

continues to possess the degree of expertise required to carry out the engineering, 

procurement, construction, equipment design, routing and land acquisition tasks required 

to construct the Project and place it into operation.144 

94. Grain Belt’s qualifications were not contested and Staff found that Grain Belt 

has the requisite qualifications.145 

95. The Commission previously concluded that Grain Belt and Invenergy had 

the financial ability to proceed with the Original Project.146  The Commission also found 

that “Invenergy’s financial condition is very strong.”147 

                                            
141 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 10. 
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144 Ex. 9, White Direct, pp. 7-12. 
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96. Grain Belt Express continues to have access to the necessary financial 

resources to carry out the development work for the Project, prior to engaging in  

project-specific financings for the construction of the Project. Invenergy Renewables has 

sufficient capital resources to provide the funding necessary to enable Invenergy 

Transmission and its subsidiaries to undertake the initial development and permitting 

work for the Project.148 

97. Grain Belt has a viable plan for raising the capital necessary to finance the 

cost of constructing the Project on a project financing basis.149 Specifically, after 

advancing development and permitting activities to a status at which developers of wind 

and solar generation facilities and other potential customers of the transmission line are 

willing to enter into commercial agreements for an undivided interest (purchase or lease) 

or long-term contracts for transmission capacity on the Project, Grain Belt will enter such 

contracts with interested parties that satisfy necessary creditworthiness requirements.150 

Grain Belt will then raise debt capital using the aforementioned contracts as security for 

the debt.151 

98. Grain Belt anticipates utilizing a combination of commercial and 

governmental sources of financing, and, at this time, is still evaluating all potential options 

for financing. Options for governmental sources of financing include the Western Area 

Power Administration (WAPA) Transmission Infrastructure Program (TIP); and the 

Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill Transmission Facilitation Program; Department of Energy 

loans to non-federal borrowers for transmission facilities pursuant to the Inflation 
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Reduction Act and potentially other government funding options. Additional equity capital 

may also be raised to help finance construction of the Project, or Grain Belt’s existing 

investors may make additional equity investments in the Project.152 

99. No party has challenged the financial ability of Grain Belt and Staff found 

that Grain Belt has the requisite financial ability.153 

D. Economic Feasibility of the Project 

100. In its Report and Order on Remand, when determining the Original Project 

was economically feasible the Commission put some emphasis on the fact that the 3,500 

MW portion of the Original Project to be sold in PJM demonstrated the financial viability 

of the project overall, since power prices for PJM were generally $10/MWh higher than 

prices paid for the energy sold into the MISO market in Missouri.154 

101. In its Report and Order on Remand the Commission also found support for 

the Original Project being economically feasible because the project would link customers 

in Missouri, who desire to purchase low-cost wind power from western Kansas, with wind 

generation companies like Santa Fe, who propose to supply that energy, all under a 

business model, under which Grain Belt assumes the financial risk of building and 

operating the transmission line.155 

102. The Commission also found in its Report and Order on Remand that the 

economic feasibility of the Original Project was demonstrated by (a) a very strong 

corporate demand for renewable energy in PJM where users will pay a higher price; (b) 

the cost of generating wind energy in western Kansas continuing to drop; (c) wind speeds 
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in western Kansas that are substantially higher than Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa; 

and (d) Kansas wind generators were able to produce energy at a lower cost because of 

two Kansas tax incentives and the low cost to construct wind farms.156 

103. In its Report and Order on Remand, the Commission also found support for 

the economic feasibility of the project because the cost of the project would not be 

recovered from Missouri ratepayers through either SPP or MISO regional cost allocation 

tariffs.157 

104. The economic model of the Project remains similar to the Original Project, 

though demand from customers and utilities has grown in recent years. There is a 

significant interest in wind development in Kansas as evidenced by the many gigawatts 

of projects in SPP’s queue. This interest is expected to grow due to the tax incentives in 

the Inflation Reduction Act.158 

105. The total cost of the Project will be approximately $4.95 billion, plus network 

upgrade costs, for a total of approximately $5.7 billion.159 

106. Although the revised projected cost of the entire Project ($4.95 billion) is 

higher than the 2016 projected cost ($2.35 billion), the Project remains economically 

feasible because the cost of alternative resources has also significantly increased, while 

the demand for renewable energy continues to grow. Accordingly, even with the higher 

projected cost, the energy and capacity offered by the Project is more economically 

attractive than the alternatives.160 
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107. The projected cost to construct Phase I of the Project and place it in 

operation is approximately $3.52 billion, not including the upgrade costs for RTO 

interconnections. The projected cost to construct Phase II of the Project and place it in 

operation is approximately $1.43 billion, not including the upgrade costs for RTO 

interconnections. A portion of the Kansas converter station may be built with Phase II, in 

which case, a proportional amount between the phases would change.161 

108. Each phase of the Project will be independently economically viable upon 

completion.162 

109. Grain Belt has the financial resources to carry out necessary development 

work prior to engaging in project-specific financings for the construction of each Phase of 

the Project.163 Grain Belt’s debt service from the construction loans will be covered by 

revenue from transmission capacity contracts.164 

110. Debt service coverage ratio is a metric used by lenders to ensure there is 

sufficient revenue to repay the debt service.165 These ratios are typically 1.25 to 1.5.166 

111. Debt service coverage ratio is calculated using a numerator consisting of 

the cash available for debt service, which is the long-term contract revenue net of 

operating expenses over the denominator being principal and interest.167 

112. The Project is an interregional transmission line because it will extend from 

Kansas to Indiana and cross the seams of three regions, SPP, MISO, and PJM.168 
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113. Since the Project will employ a participant-funded or “shipper pays” model, 

under which the costs of the Project are imposed on shippers who use the transmission 

line, none of those costs will be recovered through the cost allocation process of MISO, 

PJM, or SPP.169 Accordingly, none of these costs will be passed through to Missouri 

ratepayers, and will not result in an increase in the transmission component of their retail 

rates. Missouri retail customers will only incur costs related to the Project to the extent 

that their local utility voluntarily chooses to purchase transmission capacity on the Project 

or purchases power transmitted on the Project by a third party.170 

114. Compared to wind energy from Kansas delivered to Missouri with the 

Project, wind energy generated in MISO and delivered to Missouri is substantially more 

expensive due primarily to transmission congestion costs.171 

115. The price figures for solar presented by Witness Goggin on behalf of the 

Clean Grid Alliance also showed that the cost of solar energy from Kansas delivered to 

Missouri is also significantly lower than that of solar in MISO.172  And, those prices did not 

account for the Inflation Reduction Act’s creation of a solar production tax credit, which 

greatly reduces the cost and price of higher-quality solar resources like those in 

Kansas.173 

116. There is a growing demand for clean energy from large corporate 

customers. These customers represent an increasing amount of renewable energy 

procurement, accounting for 37% of all carbon-free energy added to the grid since 2014. 

                                            
169 Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, p. 13. 
170 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, p. 9; Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, p. 13; Ex. 109, Staff Report, p. 6; and Application to 
Amend CCN, para. 85. 
171 Ex. 600, Goggin pp. 5-6. 
172 Ex. 600, Goggin Rebuttal, pp. 7-8. 
173 Ex. 600, Goggin Rebuttal, p. 9. 
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Of the energy deals completed by corporate customers to date, 22% are within PJM 

markets and 13% are within MISO markets. The trend of high demand for carbon free 

energy continued in 2021 with corporate buyers procuring 11 GW of power. The demand 

in 2022 and beyond is projected to exceed the record amount from 2021.174 

117. When Phase I is completed, the Project will deliver 2,500 MW into Missouri, 

including 1,500 MW into MISO and an additional 1,000 MW into AECI.175 That delivery, 

once contracted, supports Phase I construction and is sufficient for Phase I to remain 

economically viable throughout the Project life without any additional delivery into PJM.176 

118. Allowing the Project to be constructed in phases will also give Grain Belt a 

head-start in completing the entire length of the Project as one half of the line will already 

be constructed. While Phase I is not physically or economically reliant on Phase II, Phase 

II is physically reliant on Phase I.177 Streamlining Phase II will, therefore, accelerate the 

realization of the benefits of the completed Project. 

119. Grain Belt Express estimates that it will take approximately two years for 

land acquisition in Illinois to reach the current level of land acquisition in Missouri.178 As 

discussed by Witness Shine, lenders require evidence of an advanced project 

developmental stage in order to obtain financing, and the progress of land acquisition, or 

lack thereof, plays a crucial role in advancing the Project to a point that financing would 

be achievable.179  

                                            
174 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, p. 11. 
175 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, pp. 17-19. 
176 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, pp. 17-19; and Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, Schedule RS-4. 
177 Ex. 2, Sane Surrebuttal, pp. 17-19; and Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, Schedule RS-4. 
178 Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
179 Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, pp. 7-8. 
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120. Lenders will only advance money once certain conditions have been met. 

Those conditions may include (a) having all necessary permits, (b) having procured any 

remaining financial commitments beyond lenders’ funding to complete construction, and 

(c) having a high degree of certainty on budget and timeline. This due diligence by the 

lenders helps ensure that projects proceed prudently.180 

121. Construction lenders will not release funds to begin construction unless 

Grain Belt demonstrates that it has commitments for sufficient financing to construct the 

entire Phase of the Project. Lenders will not take the risk that additional necessary 

financing cannot be obtained, resulting in an incomplete project with limited collateral 

value.181 Therefore, if the Commission approves the Project to be completed in phases, 

and Phase I has the capability to be completed and operated independently of Phase II, 

the Commission should alter the financing condition182 for the Project so that Grain Belt 

cannot install transmission structures on associated with each phase on easement 

property in Missouri until it has obtained adequate funding to complete each respective 

phase of the Project.183 

122. Economic modeling continues to support the Commission’s findings in the 

Report and Order on Remand that the Grain Belt transmission line links economic centers 

of demand in Missouri with low-cost suppliers in Kansas. Since 2019, that demand from 

customers and utilities has grown tremendously. The production tax credits and 

investment tax credits offered in the Inflation Reduction Act will increase the amount of 

generation seeking to interconnect to the Project and further saturate the current Kansas 

                                            
180 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, p. 12. 
181 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, p. 12. 
182 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (Exhibit 206 in File no. EA-2016-0358), Section I. 
183 Ex. 5, Shine Direct, pp. 4-5 and 12; and Ex. 108, Won Rebuttal, pp. 7-8. 
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market. Adding transmission capacity to move this low-cost energy out of Kansas to other 

population centers will lower costs for consumers regionally, allowing the entire region to 

benefit from these low-cost sources of power.184 

E. Public Interest 

123. The Grain Belt Project would lower wholesale energy pricing in Missouri.185  

124. As found above, the Project could reduce total energy and capacity 

expenditures for Missouri residents by over $17.6 billion and create $7.6 billion in social 

benefits from avoided emissions during the 2027-66 period.186 Avoided emissions include 

the reduction of CO2, SO2, and NOx in Missouri by 9.3%, 19.2%, and 17.2%, 

respectively.187 Reducing CO2 by 9.3% is the equivalent of removing over 13 million 

gasoline cars from Missouri roads for one year.188 And the reduction in SO2 and NOx 

represents a reduction in air pollution, and therefore, a reduction in respiratory illness.189 

125. Adding transmission capacity to the power grid improves reliability by 

creating more numerous and robust energy pathways from sources to loads, allowing 

more economic flow, and increasing available capacity during times of transmission or 

generator outages.190 

126. The Department of Defense, Department of Energy, RTOs, and the National 

Association of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) have all recognized the need to 

                                            
184 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 33-34; and Ex. 600, Goggin Rebuttal, pp. 8-9. 
185 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, p. 10.  
186 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, p. 14. 
187 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, p. 15. 
188 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, p. 15. 
189 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, p. 16. 
190 Ex. 3, Repsher Direct, Schedule MR-2, p. 16. 
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mitigate the risks of “nation state adversaries to deliberately target grid  

infrastructure . . . [.]”191 

127. The Project will enhance the reliability and resilience of the grid by 

interconnecting four regions with the potential for black-start and bidirectional capabilities. 

The combination of these features makes the Project a unique system restoration 

resource, potentially capable of restarting the electric system from a shutdown 

condition.192  

128. HVDC transmission lines with VSC technology, like the Project, have 

demonstrated the capability to restart a major power grid, and are an additional option to 

power system operators in the event of power disruptions from major storm events.193 

129. The Project will add interregional transfer capacity that will help with 

hardening and redundancy of transmission infrastructure to support military installations 

in Missouri and elsewhere.194 

130. The Project advances the public interest through its impact on local 

economic, fiscal, and employment benefits.195 For example, the Project will support 5,747 

construction jobs statewide over a three-year period and a significant number of 

construction jobs in the Missouri counties it crosses: 247 for Audrain County, 318 for 

Buchanan County, 243 for Caldwell County, 66 for Callaway County, 303 for Carroll 

County, 362 for Chariton County, 226 for Clinton County, 804 for Monroe County, 356 for 

Ralls County, and 284 for Randolph County.196 In addition to construction jobs, the Project 

                                            
191 Tr. Vol 9, pp. 551-553.  
192 Ex. 11, Petti Direct (adopted by Baker), Schedule AP-2, p. 34. 
193 Ex. 11, Petti Direct (adopted by Baker), Schedule AP-2, pp. 34-35; and Tr. Vol. 9, p. 554. 
194 Tr. Vol. 9, pp. 550-551. 
195 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, pp. 7-8 and Schedule DL-2, pp. 10-14. 
196 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, pp.7-8. 
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will support 104.4 long-term positions statewide and long-term jobs in the Missouri 

counties it crosses: 10.6 for Audrain County, 3.8 for Buchanan County, 1.9 for Caldwell 

County, 0.3 for Callaway County, 3.2 for Carroll County, 4.1 for Chariton County, 1.4 for 

Clinton County, 16.2 for Monroe County, 2.0 for Ralls County, and 2.6 for Randolph 

County.197 These jobs are estimated to result in total worker earnings from the Project for 

Missouri of $586,118,331 during the three-year construction period and $8,113,077 

during the operation phase of the Project.198 

131. The state will also benefit from economic output and increased income tax 

generation from wages paid during construction in Missouri and during the operation 

phase of the Project. During the construction phase of the Project, it will support over 

$986 million in economic output for Missouri, and during the first 20 years of the Project’s 

life, over $15.8 million in long-term output supported annually for Missouri.199 

132. Grain Belt estimates that it will pay property taxes of approximately $13.9 

million in Missouri during the first full year and $183.2 million during the first 20 years of 

operation.200 

133. Grain Belt will source materials such as wire, steel, and aggregate within 

the state of Missouri, which will support the creation of jobs for those suppliers.201  

134. Grain Belt developed the Missouri Landowner Protocol as part of its 

approach to right-of-way acquisition for the transmission line project.202 The Landowner 

Protocol is a comprehensive policy of how Grain Belt interacts, communicates, and 

                                            
197 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, p. 8. 
198 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, p. 8, Schedule DL-2, pp. 10–14.   
199 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, p. 8, and Schedule DL-2, pp. 10–14.   
200 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, Schedule DL-2, p. 6.  
201 Ex. 21, Loomis Direct, Schedule DL-2, p. 7.  
202 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, FOF 109. 
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negotiates with affected landowners and includes: the establishment of a code of conduct, 

its approach to landowner and easement agreement negotiations, a compensation 

package, updating of land values with regional market studies, tracking of obligations to 

landowners, the availability of arbitration to landowners, the Missouri Agricultural Impact 

Mitigation Protocol, tracking of obligations to landowners, the availability of arbitration to 

landowners, and a decommissioning fund.203 

135. For those landowners whose property the HVDC main line of the Project 

will cross, Grain Belt will offer three types of compensation: an easement payment, 

structure payments, and crop or damages payments.204 For those landowners whose 

property the AC Tiger Connector of the Project will cross, Grain Belt proposes to offer two 

types of compensation: an easement payment and crop or damages payments.205 

136. If Grain Belt obtains an easement from a landowner, the property will still 

belong to the landowner and can be utilized for activities such as farming, recreation, and 

other activities that do not interfere with the operation of the transmission line. After 

construction of the facilities, the landowner will retain the ability to continue agricultural 

production on the entirety of the easement area except for the relatively small footprint of 

the structures, which typically occupy less than 1% of the total easement area.206 

137. If the Project should be retired from service, Grain Belt has committed to 

establish a decommissioning fund to pay for the following wind-up activities:  

1) dismantling, demolishing and removing all equipment, facilities and structures;  

                                            
203 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-5 (Landowner Protocol); and Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, p. 18 
and Schedules KC-6 (Code of Conduct) and KC-7 (Missouri Agricultural Impact Mitigation Protocols).  
204 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, p. 15; and Ex. 24, Exhibit C and Exhibit D to HVDC Easement. 
205 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, p. 15; and Ex. 24, Exhibit C and Exhibit D to AC Easement. 
206 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, p. 15; and Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, p. 16. 
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2) terminating all transmission line easements and filing a release of such easements in 

the real property records of the county in which the property is located; 3) securing, 

maintaining and disposing of debris with respect to the Project facilities; and 4) performing 

any activities necessary to comply with applicable laws, contractual obligations, and that 

are otherwise prudent to retire the Project facilities and restore any landowner property 

within the easements to its original condition.207 

138. The Project is designed to have a minimal impact to land.208 In Phase I for 

the HVDC Main Line approximately 9 acres will be taken out of agricultural production. 

For Phase I Tiger Connector approximately 0.2 acres will be taken out of agricultural 

production. And for the Phase II HVDC Main Line, approximately 7 acres will be taken out 

of agricultural production.209 

139. To minimize the effects on agricultural land, wherever practicable, for both 

the HVDC Main Line and the Tiger Connector, Grain Belt attempted to site structures 

outside of agricultural land, even if the parcel is primarily agricultural.210 

140. The Routing Team for the Project also tried to avoid built-up areas, 

residences, wetlands, forested areas, center pivot irrigation, and where practical, to follow 

existing developed corridors such as roads and existing transmission and distribution 

lines.211 

                                            
207 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, FOF 113. See also, Initial Brief of Grain Belt Express, (filed 
July 7, 2023), pp. 54-56. 
208 Ex. 10, White Surrebuttal, pp. 10-11. 
209 Ex. 10, White Surrebuttal, p. 11. (The rough estimates are based upon the structure spotting and tower 
base geometries as of November 23, 2022. Tower base geometries that were counted towards agricultural 
land impacted were for all towers on parcels that are primarily used for crop production according to the 
2019 National Land Cover Database.) 
210 Ex. 10, White Surrebuttal, p. 11. 
211 Ex. 17, Burke Direct, p. 6. 
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141. While there are no federal or Missouri requirements regarding agricultural 

impact mitigation practices for constructing overhead transmission lines, Grain Belt has 

created the Missouri Agricultural Impact Mitigation Protocol, which establishes standards 

and policies to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any negative agricultural impacts that may 

result due to transmission line and converter facilities construction and operation.212 

142. One provision of the Easement Agreement states that, except in an 

emergency, Grain Belt will provide at least 24-hours’ notice to landowners in advance of 

accessing their property for the first time for the purpose of constructing, modifying, or 

repairing the facilities.213 A condition ordered in the Original CCN, and agreed to by Grain 

Belt in this case, states that Grain Belt will make “reasonable efforts to contact 

landowners” before entering the right of way.214 

143. Grain Belt’s management team will assign a land liaison to the Project to 

communicate with landowners prior to entry on their properties, during construction 

operations and after construction activities are completed, to address any concerns and 

maintain consistent communications. These positions will be filled by employees who 

have experience in both the construction industry and working knowledge of agriculture 

practices. This dual knowledge base will aid in conducting successful construction 

operations across agriculture lands.215 

144. Although there are benefits to Missouri associated with Phase II of the 

Project, the majority of the benefits accrue to Missouri in Phase I. If the Project is not 

                                            
212 Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, Schedule KC-7, p. 2. 
213 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4, para. 2.f. 
214 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358), 
Condition VI.1. 
215 Ex. 1, Sane Direct, pp. 27-28. 
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constructed in phases, the benefits that would accrue to Missouri as a result of the Project 

will not occur until land acquisition has reached an advanced state in Illinois such that 

financing for both Phase I and Phase II could be obtained. As a result, the benefits to 

Missouri, including reliability and resiliency benefits, economic benefits, and 

environmental benefits will be delayed.216 

F. Conditions 

145. In Grain Belt’s Original CCN granted in the Report and Order on Remand 

in File No. EA-2016-0358,217 the Commission found that the benefits of the project to 

Missouri outweighed the interests of the individual landowners, many of whose concerns 

the Commission addressed through conditions placed on the CCN. The Commission 

found that numerous conditions to which Grain Belt voluntarily agreed were reasonable 

and necessary, and ordered them. The conditions included provisions related to 

financing, interconnection, nearby utility facilities, emergency restoration, construction 

and clearing land, maintenance and repair of the line and right-of-way, and landowner 

interactions and right-of-way acquisition.218 

146. In addition, the Original CCN required Grain Belt to comply with the Missouri 

Landowner Protocol, including but not limited to a filed Code of Conduct and the Missouri 

Agricultural Mitigation Impact Protocol (collectively referred to as the “Protocols”), and to 

incorporate those terms and obligations into any easement agreement with Missouri 

landowners. The Protocols are a comprehensive policy governing how Grain Belt 

                                            
216 Ex. 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, pp. 7-8. 
217 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand. 
218 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358). 
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interacts, communicates and negotiates with affected landowners, and to avoid, minimize 

or mitigate agricultural impacts.219 

147. The Easement Agreement filed in this case provides that “in the event of a 

conflict between this Agreement and the conditions of the Protocols, the provisions more 

favorable to the Landowner shall control to the extent of such conflict.”220 

148. One issue brought to the Commission by the parties is whether to modify 

the Missouri Landowner Protocol regarding compensation. In the Report and Order on 

Remand, the Commission granted Grain Belt a CCN but directed that it must comply with 

the Missouri Landowner Protocol, including, but not limited to, a Code of Conduct and the 

Missouri Agricultural Mitigation Impact Protocol, and to incorporate the terms and 

obligations of the Missouri Landowner Protocol into any easement agreements with 

Missouri landowners.221 

149. The Missouri Landowner Protocol required the compensation to be offered 

to landowners for the Original Project to include: 

a. an easement payment of 110% of fair market value of the easement;  

b. a structure payment consisting of a one-time payment of $6,000 or 

$500 annually for a monopole or lattice mast structure, and a one-time payment of 

$18,000 or $1500 annually for a lattice structure with annual increases of 2% for 

as long as a structure is located on the easement area; and 

c. an agricultural impact payment on a case-by-case basis.222 

                                            
219 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4 (Easement Agreement); and Exhibit 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, 
Schedules KC-6 (Code of Conduct) and KC-7 (Missouri Agricultural Impact Mitigation Protocol).  
220 Ex, 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4, paragraph 22. 
221 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Ordered Paragraph 8. 
222 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-5 (Missouri Landowner Protocol – For Right-of-Way Acquisition 
for the Grain Belt Express).               
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150. Grain Belt has agreed to, or requested, certain conditions being ordered by 

the Commission for this Project. This includes: 

a. All conditions established by the Report and Order on Remand 

remaining in place with the exceptions and modifications below.223 

b. Modification of the “Financing Condition” set forth in Section I.1. of 

Attachment 1 to the Report and Order on Remand224 so that it allows Grain Belt to 

build the Project in two phases without procuring financing for both phases (the 

whole Project) before beginning installation of transmission facilities on easement 

property in Missouri for any one phase.225 

c. That Grain Belt shall not install transmission facilities associated with 

Phase I on easement property in Missouri until it has submitted documentation to 

Commission Staff regarding compliance with all applicable federal and Missouri 

environmental permits associated with Phase I. Further, Grain Belt shall not install 

transmission facilities associated with Phase II on easement property in Missouri 

until it has submitted documentation to Commission Staff regarding compliance 

with all applicable federal and Missouri environmental permits associated with 

Phase II.226 

d. The Missouri Landowner Protocol Missouri Landowner Protocol – For 

Right-of-Way Acquisition, as referenced and incorporated into the Report and 

Order on Remand at Ordered Paragraph 8, be modified to allow compensation to 

                                            
223 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358). 
224 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358). 
225 This modified condition was proposed by Staff Witness Won (Ex. 108, Won Rebuttal, pp. 7-8.) and 
modified further by the testimony of Grain Belt Witness Shine (Ex. Ex. 6, Shine Surrebuttal, pp. 4-5). 
226 Tr. Vol. 9, pp. 556-557; Ex. 101, Cunigan Rebuttal, pp.4-9 (Condition requested by Staff Witness 
Cunigan); Ex. 16, Stelzleni, pp. 3-4 (Grain Belt’s agreement to the condition).  
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the Tiger Connector Landowners for the easement of 150% of fair market value 

and agricultural impact payment to be valued on a case-by-case basis as set out 

in Exhibit 19, Direct Testimony of Kevin Chandler, Schedule KC-5. 

e. If Grain Belt is designated as a system restoration resource by a regional 

transmission organization, it shall provide notice of such designation to Staff, 

subject to external confidentiality protections limiting disclosure of certain 

documents or information.227 

151. Other conditions agreed to by Grain Belt and ordered by the Commission in 

the Report and Order on Remand included: 

a. Grain Belt and Invenergy agreed that Invenergy Transmission, LLC and 

Invenergy Investment Company, LLC shall cooperate with Staff in providing 

reasonable access to Invenergy’s un-redacted consolidated financial records 

(including in camera review of notes to financial statements) until completion or 

official abandonment of the Original Project. 

b. Grain Belt and Staff agreed that if Grain Belt acquires any involuntary 

easements in Missouri by means of eminent domain and does not obtain the 

necessary financial commitments within five years of the date such easement 

rights are recorded, Grain Belt agrees to return possession of the easement to the 

landowner within 60 days and record the dissolution of the easement without 

requiring any reimbursement of payments by the landowner.  

c. Grain Belt and Invenergy agreed that if there are any material changes 

in the design and engineering of the Project from what is contained in the 

                                            
227 This modification was suggested in Ex. 102, Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 17. Grain Belt indicated it did not 
object at Ex. 7, Rodriguez Surrebuttal. 
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application, Grain Belt will file an updated application subject to further review and 

determination by the Commission. 

d. Grain Belt and Invenergy agreed that if outstanding regional transmission 

organization studies raise any new issues, then the Commission must be satisfied 

with how Grain Belt resolves the issues. 

e. Grain Belt agreed to file with the Commission a copy of its annual report 

that is filed with FERC.228 

152. Staff proposed that if the Commission grants a CCN for the Project, that it 

define “material change” to include: (1) a change in the converter station location or 

point(s) of interconnection; (2) a modification of 100 MW in converter station design size; 

(3) a change of a half billion dollars in estimated cost; or (4) a change of 100 MW of 

obtaining the injection rights of the full 1,500 MW into MISO and 1,000 MW into AECI, or 

a change in 100 MW of obtaining the rights to withdraw from MISO a currently proposed 

0 MW.229 

153. If the Commission grants a CCN for the Project, MLA proposed that the 

Commission direct Grain Belt to offer the landowners on the Tiger Connector the option 

of either accepting Grain Belt’s compensation proposal of a one-time 150% proposal, or 

the 110% plus per structure compensation plan of the HVDC line landowners. 

154.  The Missouri Farm Bureau, Missouri Cattlemen’s Association, Missouri 

Soybean Association, Missouri Corn Growers Association, and Missouri Pork Association 

                                            
228 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Ordered Paragraphs. 
229 Ex. 107, Stahlman Rebuttal, pp. 8-9. 
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sent a letter to Grain Belt requesting that landowners on the Tiger Connector be offered 

at least 150% of fair market value.230 

155. Mr. Chandler testified that from a processing and record keeping 

perspective, it would be difficult for Grain Belt to accommodate different payment 

schedules for different landowners on the Tiger Connector.231 

156. It is unlikely that many landowners would benefit from opting for the 110% 

plus per structure compensation plan of the HVDC line landowners.232 However, a 

landowner with a small parcel of land with a structure on it, could receive more 

compensation with the same plan as the HVDC landowners than the 150% without 

structure compensation.233 

 

III.   Conclusions of Law 

A.  Statutory Authority 

A. The Commission may lawfully issue a CCN to Grain Belt. Grain Belt has 

applied for a line certificate under Section 393.170.1, RSMo.234 

B. Section 386.020(15), RSMo, defines an “electrical corporation” as “every 

corporation, [or] company…owning, operating, controlling or managing any electric 

plant…[.]” Electric plant is defined in Section 386.020(14), RSMo, as “all real estate… 

and personal property…used or to be used for or in connection with or to facilitate 

                                            
230 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, p. 16 (citing a July 21, 2022 letter from the Agricultural Associations). 
231 Tr. Vol. 10, p. 695. 
232 Tr. Vol. 10, p. 650. 
233 Tr. Vol. 10, pp. 818-819. 
234 Section 393.170.1, RSMo, states that “No gas corporation, electrical corporation, water corporation or 
sewer corporation shall begin construction of a gas plant, electric plant, water system or sewer system, 
other than an energy generation unit that has a capacity of one megawatt or less, without first having 
obtained the permission and approval of the commission . . .” 
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the…transmission…of electricity for…power…[.]” Grain Belt is an “electrical corporation” 

within the meaning of Section 386.020(15), RSMo, and subject to the jurisdiction of the 

Commission. 

C. While the Commission only has authority over facilities that are devoted to 

public use, an entity that constructs and operates a transmission line bringing electrical 

energy from electrical power generators to public utilities that serve consumers is a 

necessary and important link in the distribution of electricity and qualifies as a public 

utility.235 As the Commission previously found in its Report and Order on Remand, Grain 

Belt’s Project will serve the public use, and Grain Belt qualifies as a public utility.236 

D. Since Grain Belt brought the application, it bears the burden of proof.237 The 

burden of proof is the preponderance of the evidence standard.238  In order to meet this 

standard, Grain Belt must convince the Commission it is “more likely than not” that its 

allegations are true.239 

E. When making a determination of whether an applicant or project is 

convenient or necessary, the Commission has traditionally applied five criteria, commonly 

known as the Tartan factors, which are as follows: 

i. There must be a need for the service; 

                                            
235 State ex rel. Buchanan County Power Transmission Co. v. Baker, 9 S.W.2d at 592. While the Buchanan 
County transmission company was determined not to be a public utility because it transmitted electricity to 
a private company for private use, the court clearly implied that if the electricity had been transmitted to a 
public utility for public use the transmission company would also be considered to be a public utility.  
236 Missouri Landowners All. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 593 S.W.3d 632 (Mo. Ct. App. 2019). 
237 “The burden of proof, meaning the obligation to establish the truth of the claim by preponderance of the 
evidence, rests throughout upon the party asserting the affirmative of the issue”.  Clapper v. Lakin, 343 Mo. 
710, 723, 123 S.W.2d 27, 33 (1938). 
238 Bonney v. Environmental Engineering, Inc., 224 S.W.3d 109, 120 (Mo. App.  2007); State ex rel. Amrine 
v. Roper, 102 S.W.3d 541, 548 (Mo. banc 2003); Rodriguez v. Suzuki Motor Corp., 936 S.W.2d 104, 
110 Mo. banc 1996). 
239 Holt v. Director of Revenue, State of Mo., 3 S.W.3d 427, 430 (Mo. App.  1999); McNear v. Rhoades, 
992 S.W.2d 877, 885 (Mo. App.  1999); Rodriguez, 936 S.W.2d at 109 -111; Wollen v. DePaul Health 
Center, 828 S.W.2d 681, 685 (Mo. banc 1992).    
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ii. The applicant must be qualified to provide the proposed service; 

iii. The applicant must have the financial ability to provide the 

service; 

iv. The applicant’s proposal must be economically feasible; and  

v. The service must promote the public interest. 240   

F. When determining whether the project is necessary or convenient for the 

public service, the “term ‘necessity’ does not mean ‘essential’ or ‘absolutely 

indispensable’, but that an additional service would be an improvement justifying its 

cost.”241 

G. Section 393.170.3, RSMo, states that “[t]he commission may by its order 

impose such condition or conditions as it may deem reasonable and necessary.” 

H. Public policy must be found in a constitutional provision, a statute, 

regulation promulgated pursuant to statute, or a rule created by a governmental body. 

The public interest is a matter of policy to be determined by the Commission.242 It is within 

the discretion of the Commission to determine when the evidence indicates the public 

interest would be served.243 Determining what is in the interest of the public is a balancing 

                                            
240 In re Tartan Energy, Report and Order, 3 Mo.P.S.C. 3d 173, Case No. GA-94-127, 1994 WL 762882 
(September 16, 1994).  
241 State ex rel. Intercon Gas, Inc. v. Pub. Serv. Commission of Missouri, 848 S.W.2d 593, 597 (Mo. Ct. 
App. 1993). 
242 State ex rel. Public Water Supply District v. Public Service Commission, 600 S.W.2d 147, 154 (Mo. App. 
1980). The dominant purpose in creation of the Commission is public welfare. State ex rel. Mo. Pac. Freight 
Transport Co. v. Public Service Commission, 288 S.W.2d 679, 682 (Mo. App. 1956).   
243 State ex rel. Intercon Gas, Inc. v. Public Service Com'n of Missouri, 848 S.W.2d 593, 597 -598 (Mo. 
App. 1993).  That discretion and the exercise, however, are not absolute and are subject to a review by the 
courts for determining whether orders of the P.S.C. are lawful and reasonable.  State ex rel. Public Water 
Supply Dist. No. 8 of Jefferson County v. Public Service Commission, 600 S.W.2d 147, 154 (Mo. App. 
1980). 
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process.244 In making such a determination, the total interests of the public served must 

be assessed.245 In Missouri, state energy policy can be found in laws such as the 

Renewable Energy Standard,246 established by vote of the Missouri public in 2008, and 

the Energy Efficiency Investment Act (MEEIA),247 promulgated by the Missouri legislature 

in 2013, as well as the Comprehensive State Energy Plan, an initiative implemented by 

the Missouri Division of Energy in 2015. Consistent with these state policies, this 

Commission has in the past expressed strong support for the “development of economical 

renewable energy sources to provide safe, reliable, and affordable service while 

improving the environment and reducing the amount of carbon dioxide released into the 

atmosphere.”248 

I. Subsection 523.025, RSMo, effective August 28, 2022, states, in part:   

If an electrical corporation as defined in section 386.020 . . . acquires any 
involuntary easement in this state by means of eminent domain and does 
not obtain the financial commitments necessary to construct a project for 
which the involuntary easement was needed in this state within seven years 
of the date that such easement rights are recorded with the appropriate 
county recorder of deeds, the corporation shall return possession of the 
easement to the fee simple title holder within sixty days and cause the 
dissolution of the easement to be recorded with the county recorder of 
deeds. In the event of such return of the easement to the title holder, no 
reimbursement of any payment made by the corporation to the title holder 
shall be due. 
 

                                            
244 In the Matter of Sho-Me Power Electric Cooperative’s Conversion from a Chapter 351 Corporation to a 
Chapter 394 Rural Electric Cooperative, Case No. EO-93-0259, Report  and Order issued September 17, 
1993 , 1993 WL 719871 (Mo. P.S.C.). 
245 Id. 
246 Section 393.1030, RSMo. 
247 Section 393.1075, RSMo. 
248 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, p. 45 (citing, In the Matter of the Application of KPC&L Greater 
Missouri Operations Company for Permission and Approval of a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity Authorizing it to Construct, Install, Own, Operate, Maintain and Otherwise Control and Manage 
Solar Generation Facilities in Western Missouri, File No. EA-2015-0256, Report and Order issued March 2, 
2016, p. 15. See also, In the Matter of the Application of The Empire District Electric Company for Approval 
of Its Customer Savings Plan, File No. EO-2018-0092, Report and Order issued July 11, 2018, p. 20; In the 
Matter of Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri’s Voluntary Green Program/Pure Power Program 
Tariff Filing, File No. EO-2013-0307, Report and Order issued April 24, 2013, p. 14.) 
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J. Section 523.039, RSMo, states: 

For eminent domain proceedings of any agricultural or horticultural property 
by an electrical corporation as defined in section 386.020 . . . for the 
purposes of constructing an electric plant subject to a certificate of 
convenience and necessity under subsection 1 of section 393.170 just 
compensation shall be an amount equivalent to fair market value multiplied 
by one hundred fifty percent, as determined by the court. The provisions of 
this subsection shall not apply to applications filed pursuant to section 
393.170 prior to August 28, 2022. 
 
K. Section 523.277, RSMo. Creates the Office of Ombudsman for Property 

Rights, appointed by the Public Counsel, to “assist citizens by providing guidance, which 

shall not constitute legal advice, to individuals seeking information regarding the 

condemnation process and procedures.” 

L. Condemnation proceedings are governed by Chapter 523, RSMo, and are 

the purview of the state courts. The process includes protections for landowners 

including, a court review of whether the company negotiated in good faith;249 the 

requirement for applications filed after August 28, 2022, for payment for agricultural or 

horticultural land at 150% of fair value,250 and Section 523.265, RSMo, which allows a 

landowner to propose alternate locations under this procedure: 

within thirty days of receiving a written notice sent under section 523.250, 
the landowner may propose to the condemning authority in writing an 
alternative location for the property to be condemned, which alternative 
location shall be on the same parcel of the landowner's property as the 
property the condemning authority seeks to condemn. The proposal shall 
describe the alternative location in such detail that the alternative location 
is clearly defined for the condemning authority. The condemning authority 
shall consider all such alternative locations.  This section shall not apply to 
takings of an entire parcel of land. A written statement by the condemning 
authority to the landowner that it has considered all such alternative 
locations, and briefly stating why they were rejected or accepted, is 
conclusive evidence that sufficient consideration was given to the 
alternative locations. 

                                            
249 Section 523.256, RSMo. 
250 Section 523.256, RSMo. 
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IV.   Decision 

Grain Belt has come to the Commission for approval of a CCN for the Project.  As 

stated above, in determining whether the Project is necessary or convenient, the 

Commission traditionally applies five criteria. The Commission finds those criteria are a 

suitable way to guide it in making a determination on this application. 

A. Need for the Project 

  The main objective of the Project is to transport clean, low-cost electricity from 

renewable generation plants to be built in southwestern Kansas, which has high-capacity 

factor wind and solar resources, to the electricity markets in Missouri and Illinois and other 

states located within, or adjacent, to the MISO and PJM grids. The Project will be capable 

of delivering up to 2,500 MW of power into the MISO and AECI grids at a delivery point 

in Missouri, and up to 2,500 MW of power into the PJM grid, at a delivery point in western 

Indiana. This extra transmission capacity will both help meet regional energy needs and 

diversify sources of energy across the region. 

In the Report and Order on Remand, the Commission found that there was a need 

for the Original Project. In this application, Grain Belt has shown that the need still exists 

and that there is also a need for the Project. 

The Project is needed because of the benefits to MEC and its customers, who 

have committed to purchase 136 MW of wind power utilizing the transmission service 

purchased from Grain Belt.  Additionally, the testimony showed that the remaining 64 MW 

that is the subject of the TSA between Grain Belt and MEC is very likely to be fully 

subscribed, as soon as there is some certainty to the Project. 
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There was also substantial evidence of increasing demand for renewable energy 

from Missouri cities, industrial, large corporate, and utility customers that are setting 

renewable energy standards and carbon reduction goals. The MISO study, the PA 

Consulting Study, and the testimony also showed the trend is toward industrial retail and 

wholesale, commercial, and large corporate customers demanding a greater amount of 

renewable energy. Both Ameren Missouri and Evergy have also announced carbon 

reduction goals further demonstrating a need for renewable energy. 

Further, in a state whose regulated utilities participate in two separate regional 

transmission organizations, it is appropriate to consider the Project’s effect on other 

market participants and the various regional transmission organizations. There was 

significant evidence of demand from outside of Missouri and evidence that the influx of 

low-cost, high capacity factor energy will reduce prices in the MISO and SPP markets. 

The Project was shown to be the best option for low cost renewable energy delivered into 

MISO. Savings across the MISO footprint in the year 2028 was estimated to be over  

$1.1 billion. 

The PA Consulting Report found that expanding the Original Project into the 

Project will lower energy and capacity costs in Missouri by approximately 6.1 percent over 

the period of 2027-2066, resulting in over $17.6 billion of savings for Missouri residents. 

In addition to the financial savings, the PA Consulting Report also found the Project is 

projected to reduce emissions of CO2, SO2, and NOx in Missouri by 9.3%, 19.2%, and 

17.2%, respectively, enhancing local utilities’ abilities to meet their climate and reliability 

goals, while also delivering immediate local air quality and health benefits. PA Consulting 
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quantified these emission reduction benefits as over $7.6 billion in social benefits for the 

2027-2066 time period, for total cumulative benefits of more than $25.3 billion by 2066. 

Need is also evident in that the Project is needed for reliability and resiliency of the 

grid and for national security. And by increasing the size of the transmission capacity and 

adding the Tiger Connector, including moving the converter station and AC line, the 

Project will bring the interconnectivity to multiple regions to improve the reliability and 

resiliency of the grid for Missourians and in the interest of national security. This will help 

guard against price spikes and outages such as those experienced by Winter Storm Uri 

and Elliot. 

Finally, because Phase II is substantially behind Phase I in the easement 

acquisitions, it is clear that requiring the whole Project to be built before allowing the 

Phase 1 (Kansas through the Tiger Connector) portion to become operational, will only 

serve to delay the benefits to Missouri and the region. Thus, there is a need to allow the 

Project to be completed in phases and therefore, make the amendments to the financing 

requirements previously placed on Grain Belt. 

In sum, the Project is needed as demonstrated by the agreements with the MEC, 

expressed demand from municipalities, executed Memorandums of Understanding 

(MOUs), demand from commercial and industrial customers, the carbon emission 

reduction goals and/or net-zero equivalent targets of local utilities, and demand outside 

of Missouri. The Project is also needed because it will result in $17.6 billion in savings to 

Missouri ratepayers and $7.6 billion in social benefits. Additionally, the Project is needed 

for the reliability and resilience of the grid and national security. Finally, phasing of the 

Project is needed to hasten the benefits brought to Missourians and the region. 
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B.  Applicant’s Qualifications and Financial Ability 

In the Commission’s Report and Order on Remand the Commission found that 

Invenergy’s management team had extensive experience in developing, constructing, 

and operating transmission and energy infrastructure projects. Grain Belt has shown that 

it continues to possess the degree of expertise required to carry out the engineering, 

procurement, construction, equipment design, routing and land acquisition tasks required 

to construct the Project and place it into operation. Grain Belt’s qualifications were not 

contested and Staff found that Grain Belt has the requisite qualifications. 

The evidence also showed that Grain Belt has a viable plan for raising the capital 

necessary to finance the cost of constructing the Project on a project financing basis. 

Specifically, after advancing development and permitting activities to a status at which 

developers of wind and solar generation facilities and other potential customers of the 

transmission line are willing to enter into commercial agreements for an undivided interest 

(purchase or lease) or long-term contracts for transmission capacity on the Project, Grain 

Belt will enter such contracts with interested parties that satisfy necessary 

creditworthiness requirements. Grain Belt will then raise debt capital using the 

aforementioned contracts as security for the debt and may also raise additional equity 

capital. 

No party has challenged the financial ability of Grain Belt and Staff found that Grain 

Belt has the requisite financial ability. Likewise, the Commission concludes that Grain Belt 

has the qualifications and financial ability to develop, construct, and operate the Project. 
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C.  Economic Feasibility of the Project 

Grain Belt’s Project is economically feasible because it links customers in Missouri 

who desire to purchase low-cost wind power from western Kansas with wind generation 

companies like Santa Fe who propose to supply that energy, all under a business model 

under which Grain Belt assumes the financial risk of building and operating the 

transmission line. Moreover, the cost of the project will not be recovered from Missouri 

ratepayers through either SPP or MISO regional cost allocation tariffs. 

When analyzing the economic feasibility of the Original Project, the Commission 

relied, in part, on the fact that the 3500 MW portion of the project to be sold in PJM that 

demonstrates the financial viability of the project overall, since power prices for PJM are 

generally $10/MWh higher than prices paid for the energy sold into the MISO market in 

Missouri. Although the Project will deliver less energy to the PJM market, it will now deliver 

more energy to Missouri, AECI, and MISO. 

Although the revised projected cost of the entire Project ($4.95 billion) is higher 

than the 2016 projected cost ($2.35 billion), the Project remains economically feasible, 

because the cost of alternative resources has also significantly increased, while the 

demand for renewable energy continues to grow. Accordingly, even with the higher 

projected cost, the energy and capacity offered by the Project is more economically 

attractive than the alternatives. 

Economic modeling continues to support the Commission’s findings in the Report 

and Order on Remand that the Project links economic centers of demand in Missouri with 

low-cost suppliers in Kansas. Since the Original CCN was granted, that demand from 

customers and utilities has continued to grow. The production tax credits and investment 
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tax credits offered in the Inflation Reduction Act will only increase the amount of 

generation seeking to interconnect to the Project and further saturate the current Kansas 

market. Adding transmission capacity to move this low-cost energy out of Kansas to other 

population centers will lower costs for consumers regionally, allowing the entire region to 

benefit from these low-cost sources of power. 

The Project is projected to produce $17.6 billion in direct ratepayer benefits for the 

2027-2066 period. These $17.6 billion in ratepayer benefits more than offset the 

associated costs ($5.7 billion) of the Project without even considering the significant 

reliability and resilience benefits that the Project brings. 

The economic feasibility of Phase II of the Project has not been demonstrated to 

have changed since the Original CCN was granted. There is still a very strong corporate 

demand for renewable energy in all regions to which the Project will connect. With that 

demand and the Inflation Reduction Act incentives, the economics of bringing renewable 

energy from western Kansas into Missouri and beyond continues to make the project 

economically feasible. 

An additional safe guard on the economic feasibility of the Project is the lenders 

for the project. Lenders will only advance money once certain conditions have been met. 

Those conditions may include (a) having all necessary permits, (b) having procured any 

remaining financial commitments beyond lenders’ funding to complete construction, and 

(c) having a high degree of certainty on budget and timeline. This due diligence by the 

lenders will help ensure that the Project will be economically feasible from the lenders 

point of view before proceeding. Further, as indicated below, because Grain Belt and its 
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customers and investors will ultimately bear the risk of the Project not being financially 

feasible, the public interest benefits outweigh the economic feasibility risks. 

D.  Public Interest 

Determining what is in the interest of the public is a balancing process in which the 

Commission must consider the total interests of the public served. Additionally, consistent 

with state policies established by statute (created by the Missouri Legislature and by 

initiative petition by Missouri voters), such as the Renewable Energy Standard251 and the 

MEEIA,252 this Commission has in the past expressed support for the “development of 

economical renewable energy sources to provide safe, reliable, and affordable service 

while improving the environment and reducing the amount of carbon dioxide released into 

the atmosphere.”253 

The Project will lower energy production costs in Missouri under future energy 

scenarios developed by MISO and will have a substantial and favorable effect on the 

reliability of electric service in Missouri, particularly through its effect on renewable energy 

diversity in the region. Geographic diversity in wind and solar resources inevitably helps 

to reduce system variability and uncertainty in regional energy systems. In addition, the 

Project will provide positive environmental impacts, since displacement of fossil fuels for 

wind and solar power will reduce emissions of carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen 

                                            
251 Section 393.1030, RSMo. 
252 Section 393.1075, RSMo. 
253 See Exhibit 306, Report and Order on Remand, p. 45, (citing to In the Matter of the Application of KPC&L 
Greater Missouri Operations Company for Permission and Approval of a Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity Authorizing it to Construct, Install, Own, Operate, Maintain and Otherwise Control and 
Manage Solar Generation Facilities in Western Missouri, File No. EA-2015-0256, Report and Order issued 
March 2, 2016, p. 15. See also, In the Matter of the Application of The Empire District Electric Company for 
Approval of Its Customer Savings Plan, File No. EO-2018-0092, Report and Order issued July 11, 2018, p. 
20; In the Matter of Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri’s Voluntary Green Program/Pure Power 
Program Tariff Filing, File No. EO-2013-0307, Report and Order issued April 24, 2013, p. 14.) 
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oxide, and reduce water usage in Missouri. Additionally, the annual cost savings to MEC 

member cities that participate in the Project will likely be passed through to their 

residential and industrial customers in the form of rate relief or invested in their electrical 

distribution systems benefitting Missourians. 

The Project will support the equivalent of 5,757 total construction jobs over three 

years. These jobs are estimated to result in total worker earnings for Missouri of 

$586,118,331 during the three-year construction period and $8,113,077 during the 

operation phase of the Project. The Project will also result in significant property tax 

benefits in the state of Missouri. Further, the Project will create temporary construction 

jobs and permanent jobs within the state of Missouri. For example, the Project will support 

the equivalent of 5,747 construction jobs statewide over a three-year period. In addition 

to these construction jobs, the Project will support approximately 104 long-term positions 

statewide. These jobs are estimated to result in total worker earnings from the Project for 

Missouri of $586,118,331 during the three-year construction period and $8,113,077 

during the operation phase of the Project. 

The negative impacts of the Project on the land and landowners, while not 

completely removed, will be mitigated by the conditions placed on the grant of the CCN 

including (a) a landowner protocol to protect landowners; (b) compensation payments; (c) 

a binding arbitration option for easement negotiations; (d) a decommissioning fund; and 

(e) an agricultural impact mitigation protocol to avoid or minimize negative agricultural 

impacts. Agricultural impacts will also be reduced because no more than nine acres of 

land in Missouri will be taken out of agricultural production as a result of Project structures.  
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An additional factor mitigating landowner impact is that in the Protocols Grain Belt 

has committed to considering landowner requests for alternate routes, including potential 

co-locations in existing developed corridors such as roads and transmission and 

distribution lines. The Protocols also require that Grain Belt strive to implement certain 

elements into its easement negotiations, including “[p]roviding a review and approval 

process for landowner-requested micro-siting changes on their property.”254 The 

Commission expects that Grain Belt will seriously consider and provide responses in 

writing to these landowner requests and, as required in the Protocols, will track and follow 

through with the obligations it and its agents have made with landowners.255 Additionally, 

the Commission expects Grain Belt going forward to provide the same response method 

in as an efficient manner as possible to all the landowners, not just the landowners in 

which it is involved in condemnation proceedings. 

Also mitigating any harm to landowners, are the numerous provisions in the 

Protocols and the Easement Agreement related to repair or compensation for damage to 

crops, livestock, and land improvements.256 However, because there are a number of 

provisions in several documents, the landowners will need to be knowledgeable of all the 

remedies available to them. The Commission would highlight in particular Paragraph 22, 

of the Easement Agreement which states “[i]n the event of a conflict between this 

Agreement and the conditions of the Protocols, the provision more favorable to 

Landowner shall control to the extent of such conflict.” This and other provisions giving 

                                            
254 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-5, p. 2. 
255 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-5, Section 6 Tracking of Landowner Obligations. 
256 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedules KC-5 (Missouri Landowner Protocol – For Right-of-Way Acquisition 
for the Grain Belt Express) and KC-4 (Easement Agreement); Exhibit 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, Schedules 
KC-6 (Code of Conduct) and KC-7 (Missouri Agricultural Impact Mitigation Protocol); Ex. 306, Report and 
Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358); and other conditions set 
out in this Report and Order. 
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deference to the landowner, as well as the requirement in the agreed to conditions that 

all Grain Belt contractors carry and maintain a minimum of $1 million of liability insurance 

to respond to landowners’ damage claims,257 help mitigate any harm from the easement 

itself. 

Finally, the Commission notes that Chapter 523, RSMo, has additional protections 

for landowners facing condemnation proceedings at the circuit court. These include a 

review of negotiations in good faith, compensation at 150% for agricultural or horticultural 

land, and a process for landowners to propose alternate locations. 

It is the Commission’s responsibility to balance the interests of all stakeholders, 

including the affected landowners, to determine what is in the best interest of the general 

public as a whole. The evidence in the case demonstrated that the Project will create both 

short-term and long-term benefits to ratepayers and all the citizens of the state. In the 

Commission’s view, the broad economic and environmental benefits; the demand from 

municipalities, industrial, and retail business for renewable energy; the increased 

resiliency and reliability of the grid; the benefits to national security; and other benefits of 

the Project to the entire state of Missouri and beyond outweigh the interests of the 

individual landowners. Many of the landowners’ concerns will be addressed through 

carefully considered conditions placed on the CCN. 

There can be no debate that our energy future will require more diversity in energy 

resources, particularly renewable resources. We are witnessing a worldwide, long-term 

and comprehensive movement toward renewable energy. The energy on the Project 

provides great promise as a source for affordable, reliable, safe, and  

                                            
257 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358), 
Condition VI.2. 
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environmentally-friendly energy that will increase resiliency of the grid. The Project will 

facilitate this movement in Missouri, will thereby benefit Missouri citizens, and is, with the 

conditions set out below, in the public interest. 

The Commission also finds it in the public interest to allow the project to proceed 

in phases, so that the benefits to Missourians may be realized faster. As such, the 

Commission will change the conditions previously placed on the Original Project to 

facilitate the Project proceeding in two phases. 

E.  Conditions 

The parties have proposed certain conditions to be ordered if the Commission 

granted Grain Belt a CCN for the Project. The Commission finds that some additional 

conditions are reasonable and necessary, as explained below. The Commission 

concludes that the remaining proposed conditions are unreasonable, unnecessary, or 

moot, so those will not be adopted. 

Grain Belt has agreed to certain conditions being placed on the grant of a CCN for 

the Project. Grain Belt has agreed to all the conditions from the Original CCN as set out 

in the Report and Order on Remand, except with changes to the Financing Condition and 

the changes to the easement compensation provision for landowners along the Tiger 

Connector (AC line). The Commission has found that the completion of the Project in two 

phases is needed to provide benefits of the Project to Missourians faster and is in the 

public interest. Likewise, the Commission finds that it is reasonable and necessary for the 

Financing Condition for the Project to be changed from that previously granted, so that 

Grain Belt may build the Project in two phases. 
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Grain Belt also asks to modify the Landowner Protocols to authorize compensation 

to the Tiger Connector Landowners at 150% of fair market value. Section 523.039 

became effective on August 28, 2022, just four days after Grain Belt filed this application. 

Subsection 523.039.2 requires electrical corporations filing applications for a certificate 

of convenience and necessity on August 28, 2022 or later to pay in eminent domain 

proceedings the fair market value of any agricultural or horticultural property 150% of the 

fair market value of the property. Grain Belt claims that, in keeping with the spirit of the 

compensation plan in the statute, and at the request of the Agricultural Associations, it 

proposes to pay the landowners for the Tiger Connector 150% of fair market value for 

their easements. However, Grain Belt is proposing to eliminate the structure payments 

for the Tiger Connector landowners.  

At this time it is unknown how many, if any, of the Tiger Connector landowners 

might benefit from the 110% plus structures compensation plan versus the 150% 

compensation plan. However, the Commission is not persuaded by Grain Belt’s 

suggestion that a company undertaking a multi-billion dollar, multistate project such as 

this is not sophisticated enough to keep track of a few landowners requesting the same 

payment option as it is offering to all the other landowners along the HVDC Missouri line. 

Therefore, to mitigate any possible harm to the landowners, the Commission finds it is 

reasonable and necessary to require Grain Belt to include the option of either 

compensation plan for the Tiger Connector landowners. 

As reflected by the conditions the Commission is ordering below, Grain Belt will be 

required to file an application for a new certificate, if there are design and engineering 

changes that are materially different from the Project. Staff recommended that if the CCN 
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was granted, the Commission should define the term “material change.”  However, the 

Commission was not persuaded that it would serve the public interest to limit the definition 

of material change to Staff’s specific terms. Therefore, the Commission will not adopt 

Staff’s proposed definition. 

The potential use of the easement for installation, operations, and maintenance of 

fiber optic and other communication equipment is an element of the Easement Agreement 

between Grain Belt and individual landowners.258 The Commission notes that nothing 

precludes the Company offering or a landowner receiving, additional compensation if 

Grain Belt elects to use or make use of the easement through the sale, lease, or any other 

manner to a third party or any other entity for the purposes of providing 

telecommunication, broadband, fiber optic, or similar services in the future. The 

Commission urges Grain Belt to compensate landowners for any additional utilization of 

the secured easements. 

Additionally, Grain Belt agreed to some reporting requirements regarding being 

designated as a system restoration resource by a RTO, and not beginning to install 

transmission facilities on easement property in Missouri, until it has submitted certain 

documentation to Staff regarding compliance with federal and Missouri environmental 

permits. The Commission finds that this condition is also reasonable and necessary. 

Grain Belt presented evidence, including the study completed by Mr. Loomis that 

showed the Project would benefit Missouri through job creation and economic benefits to 

the state of Missouri and local communities where the transmission line is being 

constructed. The Commission finds it reasonable for Grain Belt to provide the 

                                            
258 See, Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4, para. 2.c. 
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Commission with a yearly annual report through its first three years of operation of both 

phases of the transmission line to show the actual economic impact the Project. Thus, 

the Commission will direct Grain Belt to provide an annual report. 

Another provision of concern to the Commission in the Easement Agreement is 

the provision that states that except in an emergency Grain Belt will provide at least  

24-hours’ notice to landowners in advance of accessing their property for the first time for 

the purpose of constructing, modifying, or repairing the facilities.259 The Commission is 

aware of the condition ordered in the Original CCN, and agreed to by Grain Belt in this 

case, that Grain Belt will make “reasonable efforts to contact landowners” before entering 

the right of way.260 The Commission strongly encourages Grain Belt (and its contractors) 

to enhance landowner communications and relations by making every effort to make 

contact with landowners and provide as much notice as possible, but at least 72-hours’ 

notice, prior to any initial construction or planned maintenance. In order to monitor these 

efforts and communications, the Commission finds it reasonable and necessary to direct 

Grain Belt to include in an annual report the types of notice provided to landowners and 

the amount of time given for those notices, with explanation of the reasons for any notice 

given in less than 72-hours. 

The Commission highlights that Grain Belt has represented to the Commission that 

it will appoint a land liaison to the Project to communicate with landowners prior to entry 

on their properties, during construction operations and after construction activities are 

completed, to address any concerns and maintain consistent communications. 

                                            
259 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-4, para. 2.f. 
260 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358), 
Condition VI.1. 
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Additionally, one condition agreed to by Grain Belt and being ordered by the Commission 

is that after construction is completed, every landowner will be contacted personally to 

ensure construction and clean-up has been done properly and to settle any damage 

complaints.261 

The Commission notes that the easements that Grain Belt proposes to offer to 

landowners with the various compensation formulas and Protocols are complex. The 

Commission encourages the landowners to know their rights before entering into any 

easement negotiations. Section 523.277, RSMo, created the Office of the Ombudsman 

for Property Rights to provide guidance, but not legal advice, to individuals seeking 

information regarding the condemnation process and procedures. The Commission finds 

it reasonable for Grain Belt to include in its Missouri Landowner Protocol contact 

information for the Ombudsman for Property Rights and a reference to the statute creating 

it. 

If Grain Belt does not comply with the conditions set out in this order (including the 

Missouri Landowner Protocol,262 Code of Conduct,263 Agricultural Impact Mitigation 

Protocol264 and the agreed to conditions265) a complaint may be brought to the 

Commission in accordance with Section 386.390, RSMo, and Commission Rule 20 CSR 

4240-2.070. If, in a complaint proceeding, the Commission determines that Grain Belt has 

violated the provisions of the Commission’s order or other law within the Commission’s 

jurisdiction, the Commission may decide to file an action in circuit court to seek penalties 

                                            
261 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358), 
Condition VII.5. 
262 Ex. 19, Chandler Direct, Schedule KC-5 (Missouri Landowner Protocol – For Right-of-Way Acquisition 
for the Grain Belt Express). 
263 Exhibit 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, Schedules KC-6 (Code of Conduct). 
264 Exhibit 20, Chandler Surrebuttal, Schedules KC-7 (Missouri Agricultural Impact Mitigation Protocol). 
265 Ex. 306, Report and Order on Remand, Attachment 1 (formerly Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358). 
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against Grain Belt. In such case, Grain Belt could be subject to penalties payable to the 

Public School Fund ranging from $100 to $2,000 per day of noncompliance, pursuant to 

Section 386.570, RSMo. However, the Commission notes that it does not have 

jurisdiction over eminent domain proceedings. Decisions regarding eminent domain, 

including any determination of whether Grain Belt has negotiated in good faith, are the 

purview of the state courts.266 The Commission also does not have authority over contract 

disputes and cannot interpret or enforce contracts (such as an easement agreement) or 

award monetary damages or remedies. Landowners must seek those remedies from the 

courts. 

Finally, the Commission notes that under Section 393.170.3, RSMo, unless Grain 

Belt exercises the authority conferred by the CCN within two years, the CCN becomes 

null and void. 

V. Summary 

In making this decision, the Commission has considered the positions and 

arguments of all of the parties.  After applying the facts to the law to reach its conclusions, 

the Commission concludes that the substantial and competent evidence in the record 

supports the conclusion that Grain Belt has met, by a preponderance of the evidence, its 

burden of proof to demonstrate that it is qualified for a certificate of convenience and 

necessity for the Project under Section 393.170.1, RSMo. Therefore, the Commission will 

grant the Grain Belt application for the Project, subject to the conditions ordered below. 

  

                                            
266 See, Section 523.256, RSMo. 
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THE COMMISSION ORDERS THAT: 

1. Grain Belt’s application for a certificate of convenience and necessity filed 

on August 24, 2022, is granted with the conditions set out below.  

2. In accordance with its August 24, 2022 application, Grain Belt is authorized 

to: 

a. relocate the Missouri converter station of the Project from Ralls County 

to Monroe County and to increase the capacity of the Missouri converter station 

from 500 MW to 2,500 MW. 

b. relocate the AC connector line (the “Tiger Connector”) from Ralls County 

to Monroe, Audrain, and Callaway Counties. 

c. construct the Project in two phases: 

i. Phase I will comprise construction of an HVDC line beginning 

in Southwestern Kansas near Dodge City and running to a converter 

station in Monroe County, Missouri, and continuing with an AC tie line 

(the “Tiger Connector”) in Monroe County, Audrain County, and 

terminating in Callaway County at points of interconnection with MISO 

system along the Ameren Missouri 345 kV AC transmission line 

connecting the McCredie substation and the Montgomery substation 

and also interconnect with the AECI system at the McCredie 345 kV 

substation. 

ii. Phase II will comprise construction from the converter station 

in Monroe County approximately 58 miles in Missouri to the Illinois 

border. Phase II will continue approximately 207 miles through Illinois to 
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the Indiana border terminating at the substation in Sullivan County, 

Indiana, and will deliver an additional 2,500 MW into the PJM markets. 

iii. The “Financing Conditions,” as set forth in Section I of 

Attachment 1 to the Report and Order on Remand in File No. EA-2016-

0358 are adopted with the change that will allow the Project to be 

constructed in two phases without the necessity to secure financing for 

both phases before beginning construction of Phase I. The Financing 

Conditions approved and adopted by the Commission for the Project 

are: 

Grain Belt Express will not install transmission facilities associated 
with Phase I of the Project on easement property in Missouri until 
it has obtained commitments for funds in an amount equal to or 
greater than the total cost to build the entirety of Phase I of the 
Project. Further, GBE will not install transmission facilities 
associated with Phase II of the Project on easement property in 
Missouri until it has obtained commitments for funds in an amount 
equal to or greater than the total cost to build the entirety of Phase 
II of the Project. The term “install transmission facilities” means “to 
affix permanently to the ground transmission towers or other 
transmission equipment, including but not limited to bases, poles, 
towers and structures, such wires and cables as Grain Belt shall 
from time to time suspend therefrom, foundations, footings, 
attachments, anchors, ground connections, communications 
devices and other equipment, accessories, access roads and 
appurtenances, as Grain Belt may deem necessary or desirable 
in connection therewith, but shall not include (A) preparatory work 
such as surveys, soil borings, engineering and design, obtaining 
permits and other approvals from governmental bodies, 
acquisition of options and easements for right of-way, and 
ordering of equipment and materials, and (B) site preparation work 
and procurement and installation of equipment and facilities on 
property owned in fee by Grain Belt Express including the 
converter station site.” To allow the Commission to verify 
compliance with this condition, GBE shall file the following 
documents with the Commission at such a time as GBE is 
prepared to begin to construct electric transmission facilities in 
Missouri associated with Phase I and Phase II, respectively:  
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i. On a confidential basis, equity and loan or other debt 
financing agreements and commitments entered into or 
obtained by GBE or its parent company for the purpose of 
funding the respective Phase of the transmission project that, 
in the aggregate, provide commitments for the total cost of 
such Phase.  

ii. An attestation by an officer of GBE that GBE has not, 
prior to the date of the attestation, installed transmission 
facilities associated with the respective Phase on easement 
property; or a notification that such installation is scheduled to 
begin on a specified date.  

iii. A statement of the total cost of the respective Phase, 
broken out by the categories of engineering, manufacturing 
and installation of converter stations; transmission line 
engineering; transmission towers; conductor; construction 
labor necessary to complete the Phase; right-of way 
acquisition costs; and other costs necessary to complete the 
Phase, and certified by an officer of GBE, along with a 
reconciliation of the total cost of such Phase in the statement 
to the total cost of such Phase as of the Application to Amend 
(i.e., $3.52 billion for Phase I and $1.43 billion for Phase II as 
set forth in the Direct Testimony of Aaron White); and property 
owned in fee by GBE associated with the respective Phase, 
including the converter station sites.  

iv. A reconciliation statement certified by an officer of 
GBE showing that (1) the agreements and commitments for 
funds provided in subsection (i), above, are equal to or greater 
than the total cost of the Phase provided in subsection (iii), 
above; and (2) the contracted transmission service revenue is 
sufficient to service the debt financing of the Phase (taking 
into account any planned refinancing of debt). 

 
3. The conditions to which Grain Belt agreed and were approved and adopted 

as Attachment 1267 to the Report and Order on Remand are approved and adopted for 

the Project. Attachment 1 is attached and incorporated herein by reference, as if fully set 

forth. Grain Belt is ordered to comply with the conditions in Attachment 1. 

4. The conditions to which Grain Belt and Rockies Express Pipeline LLC 

agreed in Exhibit 205 in File No. EA-2016-0358 continue to be in effect. Exhibit 205 from 

                                            
267 Previously marked as Exhibit 206 in File No. EA-2016-0358. 
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File No. EA-2016-0358 is attached as Attachment 2 and incorporated herein by reference 

as if fully set forth. Grain Belt is ordered to comply with the conditions in Attachment 2. 

5. Grain Belt’s owners, including, but not limited to, Invenergy Transmission 

LLC, Invenergy Investment Company LLC, and any related subsidiaries, shall cooperate 

with the Commission’s Staff in providing reasonable access to its un-redacted financial 

records until the completion or official abandonment of the Project. 

6. If Grain Belt acquires any involuntary easement in Missouri by means of 

eminent domain proceedings (“easement”) and does not obtain the financial 

commitments referred to in Section I(1) and Section I(1)(a) of the Conditions Agreed to 

by Grain Belt and Staff (Attachment 1) within five years of the date that such easement 

rights are recorded with the appropriate county recorder of deeds, Grain Belt shall return 

possession of the easement to the fee simple title holder (“title holder”) within 60 days 

and cause the dissolution of the easement to be recorded with the county recorder of 

deeds. In the event of such a return of the easement to the title holder, no reimbursement 

of any payment made by Grain Belt to the title holder shall be due. 

7. If the design and engineering of the project is materially different from how 

the Project is presented in Grain Belt’s application filed on August 24, 2022, Grain Belt 

must file a new CCN application with the Commission for further Commission review and 

determination to permit and authorize such changes. 

8. If any outstanding studies included as conditions raise any new issue(s), 

then the Commission must be satisfied with how Grain Belt resolves the issue(s). 

9. Grain Belt shall comply with the Missouri Landowner Protocol (Attachment 

3), including, but not limited to, a Code of Conduct (Attachment 4) and the Missouri 
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Agricultural Mitigation Impact Protocol (Attachment 5), and incorporate the terms and 

obligations of the Missouri Landowner Protocol into any easement agreements with 

Missouri landowners. 

10. Grain Belt shall revise its Missouri Landowner Protocol to allow landowners 

along the Tiger Connector to have the option for compensation at the 110% plus structure 

payments the same as the landowners along the HVDC line. 

11. Grain Belt shall maintain the Missouri Landowner Protocol relating to a 

decommissioning fund as directed in the Report and Order on Remand as follows: 

At the commencement of construction of the Project, Grain Belt shall establish a 
decommissioning fund in an amount reasonably necessary to perform the wind-up 
activities described below, at Grain Belt’s sole cost and expense, for any portion 
of the Project that has been constructed and installed. The amount of the 
decommissioning fund shall be increased as construction of the Project progresses 
sufficient to cover wind-up activities for any Project facilities that have been 
constructed and installed. The decommissioning fund may be collateralized with a 
letter of credit or cash, or any combination thereof. In any circumstance in which 
the Project is retired from service or abandoned prior to service, Grain Belt shall 
promptly perform the following wind-up activities:  
 
a. dismantling, demolishing and removing all equipment, facilities and structures; 

  
b. terminating all transmission line easements and filing a release of such 

easements in the real property records of the county in which the property is 
located;  
 

c. securing, maintaining and disposing of debris with respect to the Project 
facilities; and  
 

d. performing any activities necessary to comply with applicable laws, contractual 
obligations, and that are otherwise prudent to retire the Project facilities and 
restore any landowner property.  

 
12. Grain Belt shall promptly file with the Commission a copy of each annual 

report that Grain Belt or Invenergy files with FERC. 
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13. Grain Belt shall include the following information in its Missouri Landowner 

Protocol: 

Section 523.277, RSMo, created the Office of the Ombudsman for Property 
Rights, appointed by the Office of the Public Counsel, to provide guidance 
to individuals seeking information regarding the condemnation process and 
procedures. Landowners can contact the Ombudsman at: 
 

Phone: 573.751.4857 
Fax: 573.751.5562 

Email: mopco@opc.mo.gov 
Website: eminentdomain.mo.gov  

 

14. Grain Belt shall provide annual reports every year until the line has been in 

service three full years. Staff and Grain Belt shall jointly develop a reporting format, 

metrics, and schedule for these reports and file a proposal for the composition of the 

reports no later than February 29, 2024. The process, review, retention of the reports, 

and reporting conditions should be narrowly tailored to consolidate the information, and 

to avoid requiring duplicate information provided to other agencies. The reports that Grain 

Belt shall provide are as follows: 

a. Actual data regarding the economic impact of job creation in the 

state of Missouri including: the number of Missourians employed, total gross 

wages paid to Missourians, total payroll taxes paid on behalf of employed 

Missourians, number of contracted entities domiciled in Missouri, landowner 

payments and protocol complaint resolution, eminent domain proceedings, 

damage disputes, and any other data deemed appropriate to address concerns 

expressed by the Commission that would be considered valuable to provide in 

such report(s). 
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b. Information regarding the types of notice provided to landowners 

and the amount of time given for those notices, with explanation of the reasons for 

any notice given to landowners in less than 72-hours of accessing their property. 

c. Information regarding the number and types of landowner 

complaints and obligations received and tracked in accordance with the Missouri 

Landowner Protocol, Section 6 and elsewhere; how those complaints and 

obligations were resolved or addressed; and within what timeframe they were 

resolved or addressed. 

15. All waivers from Ordered Paragraph 11 in the Report and Order on Remand 

remain in effect.268 

16. This order shall become effective on November 11, 2023. 

 
BY THE COMMISSION 

 
       
 
 

Nancy Dippell 
Secretary 

 
 
Rupp, Chm., Coleman, Holsman 
Kolkmeyer CC., concur and certify compliance  
with the provisions of Section 536.080, RSMo (2016). 
Hahn, C. dissents. 
 
Dippell, Chief Regulatory Law Judge 
 
 
 

                                            
268 Effective August 28, 2019, the Commission’s rules were transferred from Title 4, Division 240 of the 
Code of State Regulations to Title 20, Division 4240 of the Code of State Regulations. 
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